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Abstract

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processors are wide-issue statically scheduled processors. Instruction scheduling for these processors is performed by the compiler and is therefore a critical factor for its operation. Some VLIWs are clustered, a design that improves scalability to higher issue widths while improving energy efficiency and frequency. Their design is based on physically partitioning the shared hardware resources (e.g., register file). Such designs further increase the challenges of instruction scheduling since the compiler has the additional tasks of deciding on the placement of the instructions to the corresponding clusters and orchestrating the data movements across clusters.

In this thesis we propose instruction scheduling optimizations for energy-efficient VLIW processors. Some of the techniques aim at improving the existing state-of-the-art scheduling techniques, while others aim at using compiler techniques for closing the gap between lightweight hardware designs and more complex ones. Each of the proposed techniques target individual features of energy efficient VLIW architectures.

Our first technique, called Aligned Scheduling, makes use of a novel scheduling heuristic for hiding memory latencies in lightweight VLIW processors without hardware load-use interlocks (Stall-On-Miss). With Aligned Scheduling, a software-only technique, a SOM processor coupled with non-blocking caches can better cope with the cache latencies and it can perform closer to the heavyweight designs. Performance is improved by up to 20% across a range of benchmarks from the Mediabench II and SPEC CINT2000 benchmark suites.

The rest of the techniques target a class of VLIW processors known as clustered VLIWs, that are more scalable and more energy efficient and operate at higher frequencies than their monolithic counterparts.

The second scheme (LUCAS) is an improved scheduler for clustered VLIW processors that solves the problem of the existing state-of-the-art schedulers being very susceptible to the inter-cluster communication latency. The proposed unified clustering and scheduling technique is a hybrid scheme that performs instruction by instruction switching between the two state-of-the-art clustering heuristics, leading to better scheduling than either of them. It generates better performing code compared to the state-of-the-art for a wide range of inter-cluster latency values on the Mediabench II benchmarks.

The third technique (called CAesar) is a scheduler for clustered VLIW architectures that minimizes inter-cluster communication by local caching and reuse of already
received data. Unlike dynamically scheduled processors, where this can be supported by the register renaming hardware, in VLIWs it has to be done by the code generator. The proposed instruction scheduler unifies cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and communication minimization in a single unified algorithm, solving the phase ordering issues between all three parts. The proposed scheduler shows an improvement in execution time of up to 20.3% and 13.8% on average across a range of benchmarks from the Mediabench II and SPEC CINT2000 benchmark suites.

The last technique, applies to heterogeneous clustered VLIWs that support dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) independently per cluster. In these processors there are no hardware interlocks between clusters to honor the data dependencies. Instead, the scheduler has to be aware of the DVFS decisions to guarantee correct execution. Effectively controlling DVFS, to selectively decrease the frequency of clusters with slack in their schedule, can lead to significant energy savings. The proposed technique (called UCIFF) solves the phase ordering problem between frequency selection and scheduling that is present in existing algorithms. The results show that UCIFF produces better code than the state-of-the-art and very close to the optimal across the Mediabench II benchmarks.

Overall, the proposed instruction scheduling techniques lead to either better efficiency on existing designs or allow simpler lightweight designs to be competitive against ones with more complex hardware.
Nowadays computing technology is more widespread than ever before. Many computers, in the form of consumer electronic devices, are mobile. People carry these computers on them as they aid them in their everyday life. Mobile devices have to be cheap, high performance and energy efficient so that they are affordable to everyone and they perform complex tasks without draining the battery. To achieve these goals, improvements have to be made across all levels of the stack starting from the program developer, the programming languages, the tools used to transform the programs into machine code (compiler tools), all the way down to the computer architecture and the low level hardware design.

This thesis focuses on improving the compiler tool, which stands between programs and computer architecture. The processors considered follow the Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) design philosophy, which aims at lower hardware complexity at the cost of higher compiler (software) complexity. In more detail, any task that could be done efficiently off-line (in advance) by the the compiler tool, should be done by the tool (in software), not by the processor (in hardware). VLIW processors are in general: i) cheaper to build (by being less complex to design and requiring less hardware components) ii) as well performing as more complex designs and iii) more energy efficient. These benefits, however, require advanced compiler optimizations.

This thesis proposes new and improved optimizations for the compiler tool, to better support this class of high performance yet energy efficient processors. Our techniques let the compiler generate more efficient programs to run on these processors with benefits in performance or energy. The experimental evaluation of the proposed techniques shows that our techniques outperform the state-of-the-art.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are now in the mobile era. With the widespread adoption of mobile devices, high-performance and low power embedded processors are becoming the focus of the computing industry. Energy consumption in terms of performance per watt has become a primary design goal. Both architecture and compiler techniques that improve efficiency are the focus of research in both academia and industry.

The compiler’s role in improving performance has recently become particularly important. In the past, one would get large performance and energy improvements without changing the software, thanks to advances in silicon scaling. Nowadays, however, this is no longer true since silicon scaling has got very close to its physical limits and further improvements are harder and more expensive than ever before. Therefore any improvements at that level will come from either the hardware design, the micro-architecture, or the compiler. In contrast to the first two, compiler optimizations require no additional chip real estate, they do not consume any extra energy at run-time and they can apply immediately even to existing chips by a recompilation of the workload.

The Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) design philosophy is about reducing hardware complexity in the expense of a more advanced compiler. This is nicely summarized by Joseph Fisher in the phrase “A smart compiler and a dump machine” [31]. This design philosophy is particularly important nowadays that energy consumption is a major design constraint. The compiler back-end for VLIWs offloads code generation work from the micro-architecture hardware to the compiler back-end. The back-end tasks are instruction selection, instruction scheduling and register allocation, all of which are specifically tuned for the target architecture. The VLIW design allows for simple, more energy efficient, wide-issue designs. However, the performance of such architectures depends highly on the quality of the code generated by the compiler.
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According to the VLIW design philosophy, the processor hardware is to be kept simple. Optimizations that can be done in the compiler instead of the hardware, should be done there, whenever this is practical and beneficial. For example VLIW machines rely on the compiler to perform instruction scheduling. This is practical because a large portion of the data dependencies between instructions can be fully analyzed and determined by the compiler. This includes register dependencies and a part of the memory dependencies that can be determined with the help of the compiler's alias analysis. It is often beneficial too, since compile-time scheduling leads to simpler hardware designs, with fewer and less complicated hardware interlocks, and with wide issue widths that can operate at higher clock frequencies and consume less energy. Therefore, instruction scheduling done at compile time is both beneficial and practical compared to a hardware-only solution (like that of dynamically scheduled superscalar processors).

Deciding which micro-architectural tasks should be offloaded to the compiler is a complicated design trade-off. There are several factors that have to be taken into account, such as the target operating energy-performance point, the workloads, the other micro-architectural components used (e.g., the size/type/design of cache) and others. It is common for all VLIWs to offload instruction scheduling to the compiler, therefore static scheduling is one of the identifying features for VLIWs.

In this thesis we propose new or we improve existing instruction scheduling optimizations following the VLIW design philosophy. We firstly present a scheduling technique that allows a lightweight VLIW processor without load-use hardware interlocks (Stall-On-Miss) to effectively hide cache-miss latencies (Chapter 3). In Chapter 4, we present a high-performance scheduler for clustered VLIWs powered by a novel clustering heuristic that adapts to a wide range of inter-cluster delays. Next, in Chapter 5 we present a novel high-performance instruction scheduler for clustered VLIW processors that caches and reuses data transmitted to clusters, thus decreasing the inter-cluster communication more than any existing solution. Finally, we present a novel scheduling algorithm with DVFS capabilities. It accurately determines the voltage-frequency points of each cluster of a clustered VLIW, while performing instruction scheduling (Chapter 6).

In the following Sections (1.1, to 1.4) we introduce each of these techniques and we discuss how they advance the state-of-the-art.
1.1 Aligned Scheduling: Exploiting MLP to hide cache-miss latencies on VLIWs

Traditional VLIW processors were connected directly to the memory, with no caches in between. Later, as the gap between logic and memory increased, cache memories were introduced. Caches, however, lead to statically unpredictable memory latencies, since a memory access can either be a cache-hit or a cache-miss. With no extra control logic hardware support, a Load-miss will stall the processor, causing a pause in the computation, degrading performance. For this reason several hardware techniques have been proposed to overlap computation with outstanding misses, typically for dynamically scheduled processors. Such techniques track the instruction data dependencies and cause a stall only if the value of the missing load is about to be consumed. These mechanisms are usually referred to as “load-use interlocks”.

In Chapter 3, we propose a compiler-only approach to improve the performance caused by cache-misses, without resorting to the use of load-use interlocking. We call this approach “Aligned Scheduling” since it relies on aligning independent Load instructions on the same VLIW cycle. The technique targets VLIW processors and is in harmony with the VLIW design philosophy of performing work at compile-time rather than at run-time (in hardware). This is the first compiler technique of this nature that targets VLIW processors with no memory interlocks. The experimental results show that it manages to improve the performance of the processor significantly and to bring it closer to the hardware solution, particularly in cases with many cache-misses.

1.2 Latency-adaptive Unified Clustering and Scheduling (LUCAS)

1.2.1 Clustered architectures

Clustered designs for Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) were introduced as a solution to the poor performance and energy scalability of wide-issue ILP processors. This is done by partitioning the design into smaller sections called clusters (as shown in Figure 1.1). Within the cluster, data transfers between the register file and functional units are fast and energy efficient, while across clusters there is a performance and energy penalty. On the contrary, monolithic (non-clustered) architectures have some
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Clustered VLIW processors are designed to be more scalable than their monolithic counterparts and more energy efficient, while achieving higher operating frequencies [92]. They operate at an attractive power/performance ratio point. The Texas Instruments C64xx family is an example of a clustered VLIW architecture.

The clustering algorithm, regardless of whether it is implemented in hardware or in the compiler, makes use of some data-flow information and assigns the instructions to clusters. The cluster selected is the one suggested by the clustering heuristic, which has a major impact on performance.

An important parameter of the clustered design is the Inter-Cluster Copy (ICC) latency. It signifies the time needed for data to be communicated between clusters (red arrow in Figure 1.1). The longer the ICC latency, the more the penalty of offloading instructions to distant clusters.

The techniques that follow (Sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and Chapters 4, 5, 6, all target
clustered VLIW processors.

1.2.2 LUCAS

The Inter-Cluster Copy delay (ICC delay) of a clustered VLIW architecture is an important parameter. It is the extra latency needed for some cluster to bring in data to its own register file from a distant one. This is important because it controls how effectively the clusters can be utilized: a high ICC delay makes it harder for the clusters to be utilized fully, since any communication between the clusters is followed by additional latency, the ICC delay.

Our target being a statically scheduled architecture, it is up to the instruction scheduler, and more specifically to the cluster assignment algorithm, to effectively utilize the clusters. The scheduler must be aware of the ICC delay to generate an effective schedule. The problem that the scheduler solves is where in space (i.e., cluster) and time (i.e., cycle) each instruction of the program should be scheduled at such that the final schedule is of minimum length.

An effective scheduler for clustered VLIW architectures should be capable of generating good (fast) code no matter the ICC delay. As we show in Chapter 4, however, the existing scheduling algorithms generate good code for either small ICC delays or for high ICC delays. As a further complication, the point where the one overtakes the other is not fixed and it is benchmark dependent. Our solution to this problem is a novel scheduling algorithm called LUCAS, that is powered by a novel clustering heuristic that is capable of achieving best performance across a wide range of inter-cluster delays. A detailed description of LUCAS and comparison against the existing state-of-the-art is in Chapter 4. It is shown that LUCAS outperforms the existing state-of-the-art across a wide range of inter-cluster latencies.

1.3 Cluster Assignment, Scheduling and Communication Reuse (CAeSaR)

As already discussed, the Inter-Cluster Copy delay (ICC delay) of clustered architectures is an important design attribute. ICCs not only add to the latency of computation that uses data from distant clusters, but also occupy issue slots linked to the ICC units and the interconnect. The existing state-of-the-art schedulers, do not try to optimize away the ICCs in any way.
In Chapter 5 we propose CAeSaR, an optimized instruction scheduler for clustered architectures, which is particularly effective on architectures with limited ICC resources. CAeSaR is the first scheduler to include a communication re-use mechanism, such that any data communicated across clusters gets re-used when required, instead of being re-communicated. The proposed scheme is free from any phase-ordering issues between ICC-reuse and scheduling as both problems are solved together in a unified algorithm. As shown in Chapter 5, our scheme outperforms the existing state-of-the-art across a wide range of benchmarks.

1.4 Unified Clustering, Scheduling and Fast-Frequency selection for Heterogeneous Clustered VLIW (UCIFF)

Heterogeneous clustered VLIW processors are similar to the standard (homogeneous) clustered VLIWs, with the main difference being that they allow each cluster to operate at an individually different frequency-voltage point. This allows for energy efficient operation as the under-utilized clusters can be slowed down to save energy.

These architectures, being statically scheduled, rely on the compiler to decide on the operating frequencies. This is because VLIWs have no hardware interlocks to check the instruction dependencies and to guarantee correct execution at run-time. Therefore any change in the architecture frequencies (at run-time), not considered by the scheduler (at compile-time) will most probably lead to incorrect execution.

Existing schemes solve the two problems of i) frequency selection and ii) instruction scheduling in a decoupled way, usually the first preceding the second. In Chapter 6 we present a novel solution to these problems. We show that the two problems should be solved together in a unified algorithm in order to get the best results. Our Unified Cluster-assignment Instruction scheduling and Fast Frequency selection algorithm (UCIFF) solves these problems together in a unified algorithm. It is shown to outperform the state-of-the-art for various energy and performance related metrics and to be very close to a theoretical oracle solution.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 VLIW Machine Model

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processors are wide-issue statically scheduled processors with RISC-style instruction sets (e.g., [17]). Instructions in a single instruction word execute in parallel and are controlled by a single control flow. Compared to vector processors (e.g. [48, 71, 81]), VLIW machines are less restrictive as they can execute instructions of different types in parallel. Similarly to the vector units, the operations are executed in lock-step. Compared to a dynamically scheduled superscalar processor, the VLIW requires fewer hardware components. It lacks the hardware that performs dynamic instruction scheduling and interlocking, and therefore: i) it uses less hardware on the chip, ii) it can achieve a faster clock, iii) it uses less power and iv) it can achieve larger amounts of ILP [30].

In the past, Multiflow and Cydrome built large VLIW systems: The Cydra-5 by Cydrome and Trace 7/200 by Multiflow were introduced in 1987. The Multiflow Trace 28/300 [57] could issue up to 28 operations per cycle. The Philips (later NXP) Trimedia, introduced in 1996, was the first VLIW microprocessor and is still in used today (the PNX1005). VLIWs have been used as general purpose processors in the 1990s. Transmeta’s Crusoe [20, 47] was a VLIW processor with an x86 front-end that competed with Intel’s and AMD’s pure x86 processors. A VLIW-like architecture (with many unique dynamic hardware additions for run-time optimizations) is also used in servers (Intel’s Itanium/Itanium2 EPIC architecture [63, 87]). Today, VLIWs are still in wide use in embedded systems like the STMicroelectronics ST231, the Texas Instruments C6xx family, and the Fujitsu FR-V. The Intel Itanium is still in production in 2013. AMD’s GPUs are built with VLIW units (AMD’s VLIW-5 architecture on
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Radeon GPUs and in APUs [11]).

Being statically scheduled, VLIWs rely on the compiler back-end, and more specifically on the instruction scheduler, to perform the performance-critical optimization of instruction scheduling. From the scheduler’s standpoint, the VLIW architecture looks like the one in Figure 2.1.a. It is composed of a register file which is shared between multiple Functional Units (FU). We use the term “FU” to refer to a unit that executes a machine instruction of some type. In practice, it is often the case that an FU can execute instructions of several types.

In the VLIW machine model, all Functional Units execute in parallel in a synchronized fashion. The VLIW FUs are fed with a single very long VLIW instruction that contains multiple FU instructions, one for each FU. These instructions that map to a specific FU are usually referred to as “operations” in the literature.

The scheduler’s job is to transform the original program’s instruction sequence (as in Figure 2.1.b) into a parallel schedule as shown in Figure 2.1.c. The parallel schedule on VLIW processors, reduces the execution time of the program.

Figure 2.1: The VLIW architecture.
2.2 Basic Terminology

This section introduces some of the basic concepts that are widely used throughout the thesis. The concepts are introduced and discussed in several compiler books [4, 19, 32, 42].

A program is an ordered sequence of instructions. For example instructions $i$, $j$ and $k$ in this order form a program. When we refer to instructions of a program we usually refer to the instructions in the Intermediate Representation (IR) (see Section 2.3) of the compiler which have the same semantics as the original program in the source-level language.

A Basic-Block (BB) is a sequence of consecutive instructions such that control can only enter through the first instruction in the BB and control can only leave at the last BB instruction without halting or branching in between [4].

The Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a directed graph whose nodes are the program’s Basic-Blocks and its directed edges represent which BBs can be followed by which BBs (control flow).

The Data-Flow Graph (DFG), or Data Dependence Graph (DDG) of a BB is a directed acyclic graph the nodes of which map directly to the program (or intermediate representation) instructions and the directed edges denote an ordering between the nodes that must be maintained in order to maintain the program semantics. An example DFG is shown in Figure 2.5.

A directed edge between two nodes represents a data dependence between them. Data dependencies are of several types:

- **Flow dependence (or True or Read-After-Write)**: This describes a producer-consumer relationship between the two instructions. The first instruction writes a value that the second instruction reads. For example there is a True dependence $A \rightarrow f B$ between instructions A: $x=...$ and B: $...=x$.

- **Antidependence (or Write-After-Read)**: This dependence is caused by an instruction writing to a value that is read by some instruction before it. It is usually caused by re-using the same location to store data. For example there is an Antidependence $A \rightarrow a B$ between A: $...=x$ and B: $x=...$.

- **Output dependence (or False or Write-After-Write)**: This dependence is caused by both instructions writing to the same value. For example there is an output dependence $A \rightarrow o B$ between A: $x=...$ and B: $x=...$.
The edges of the DFG are usually annotated with i) the type of the dependence and ii) the latency required between the instructions so that the second can safely start executing after the first one has completed. It is common that the majority of instructions in an ISA have a latency of 1 cycle, therefore the latencies are usually omitted.

We use lower case letters for instructions and higher case letters for DFG nodes. As already discussed, there is a unique mapping between the DFG nodes and the program (or intermediate representation) instructions. For example instruction i corresponds to node I in the DFG only and node I corresponds to i only.

A Data-Flow **immediate successor node** of node P is a node S in the DFG that is connected to P with an edge directed from P to S. For example in the DFG of Figure 2.2, B and F are both immediate successors of A.

A Data-Flow **immediate successor instruction** of an instruction p is an instruction s that its DFG node S is a Data-Flow successor node of P.

A Data-Flow **immediate predecessor node** of node S, is a node P in the DFG that is connected to S with an edge directed from P to S. For example in the DFG of Figure 2.2, all D, F and G are immediate predecessors of E.

A Data-Flow **immediate predecessor instruction** p of an instruction s is an instruction that its DFG node P is a Data-Flow predecessor node of S.

Figure 2.2: Priority, ASAP, ALAP and Mobility. Each node in the DFG has a delay of 1 cycle.

- ASAP: 0
- ALAP: 0
- MOBILITY: 4
- PRIORITY: 4

ASAP "as soon as possible"
the earliest scheduling cycle

ALAP "as late as possible"
the latest possible scheduling cycle
such that a valid schedule that completes in L cycles is feasible
on a datapath with infinite resources.

MOBILITY = ALAP – ASAP

PRIORITY is the longest path to roots
2.2. Basic Terminology

- If node \( S \) is reachable from \( P \) then \( P \) is a **predecessor** of \( S \) and \( S \) is a **successor** of \( P \). For example in the DFG of Figure 2.2, \( D \) is a successor of \( A \) and \( A \) is a predecessor of \( D \).

- Nodes \( A \) and \( B \) are Data-Flow **sibling nodes** if they have a common Data-Flow immediate predecessor node. For example in the DFG of Figure 2.2 \( B \) and \( F \) are siblings.

- Instructions \( a \) and \( b \) are Data-Flow **siblings** if their corresponding DFG nodes \( A \) and \( B \) are sibling nodes.

The nodes of a DFG are usually annotated with numbers that characterize the nodes and are particularly useful during instruction scheduling. The most frequently used ones are:

- **Priority** of node \( N \) is the maximum latency-weighted path length from \( N \) to any of the roots of the DFG. The length between two connected nodes \( A \) and \( B \), where the edge points to \( B \) is equal to the latency of the source instruction (in this case instruction \( a \)). Other priority schemes have also been proposed in the literature but this is one of the most popular ones.

- **ASAP** (As Soon As Possible) of node \( N \) is the earliest cycle that node \( N \) can be scheduled on a data-path with infinite resources. The ASAP number is only restricted by the data dependencies and not by the resources of the target processor.

- **ALAP** (As Late As Possible) of node \( N \) is the latest possible scheduling cycle such that a valid schedule is feasible that completes in as many cycles as a schedule with infinite resources.

- **Mobility** of node \( N \) is equal to ALAP-ASAP of node \( N \). This corresponds to the cycles that can be the execution of \( N \) can be delayed, after it becomes ready to schedule, without this guaranteeing a longer schedule.

An example that shows the Priority, ASAP, ALAP and Mobility values on a small DFG is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.3 Compiler Structure

The compiler’s job is to transform a source-level program into an assembly-level program of a specific Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) that will run on the target processor. Modern compilers can transform source-level programs written in a large set of languages and can generate assembly code of a large set of ISAs. To do that they are equipped with multiple front-ends (one per language) and multiple back-ends (one per target ISA) (Figure 2.3). Such compilers are usually referred to as retargetable compilers. GCC [1] is an example of such a compiler.

![Figure 2.3: A modern retargetable compiler.](image)

To minimize the engineering effort required to build such systems, the front-ends and back-ends are connected with a common Intermediate Representation (IR) language (Figure 2.3). In this way the compiler developer of a new back-end has to focus only on mapping the IR to the target ISA. Similarly a front-end developer has to work only on the translation of the language to the IR.

An optimizing compiler is also capable of optimizing the code it generates. It is therefore equipped with several optimization passes which perform optimizations at the IR level (Figure 2.3). The GCC compiler [1] is structured in a similar way.

![Figure 2.4: Major target-specific passes.](image)
This thesis is focused on target-specific optimizations in order to exploit target-specific features of the architecture. The proposed optimizations are therefore placed among the target-specific optimization passes. These passes are target dependent but operate on a common intermediate representation language (in GCC it is the RTL IR). The major target-specific passes are shown in Figure 2.4. They are usually executed in the order shown.

2.4 Instruction Scheduling

Figure 2.5: A Data Flow Graph (DFG) with the nodes tagged with their priority. All instructions have a latency of 1 cycle (not shown).

Instruction scheduling is a compiler optimization that operates at the lower IR level of the compiler. Instruction scheduling of an acyclic code region (that does not contain loops) is traditionally done by a list scheduler. The list scheduling algorithm works as shown in Algorithm 2.1. Its input is a Data Flow Graph (DFG) and its output is scheduled code. An example DFG is shown in Figure 2.5. In short it follows the following steps:

1. Walk the dependence graph and prioritize the instruction nodes (usually based on their height from the roots of the DFG, as discussed in Section 2.2) (Algorithm 2.1 line 6). The priorities are next to each instruction node in Figure 2.5.

2. While there are unscheduled instructions, form a list of ready instructions (instructions with scheduled immediate predecessors or with no predecessors at all) (Algorithm 2.1 lines 8 - 9).

3. Sort the ready list based on the priority of each instruction (Algorithm 2.1 line 10).
Algorithm 2.1: Simplified List Scheduling.

```c
/* List Scheduling: */
int1 : DFG
Out : Schedule */
list_schedule (DFG)
{
  Walk the DFG and prioritize the nodes
  CYCLE = 0
  while (exist unscheduled instructions):
    READY_LIST = get list of ready instructions of the DFG
    sort READY_LIST based on priority
    for INSTR in prioritized READY_LIST:
      if (can issue INSTR on CYCLE):
        Issue (INSTR, CYCLE)
      else
        Skip INSTR
        Remove INSTR from READY_LIST
      CYCLE ++
}
```

4. Start from the instruction with the highest priority and try to issue it on the current cycle (Algorithm 2.1 lines 11-13). If it cannot be issued due to resource constraints, then skip it (line 15) and try the next instruction in the ready list. In any case remove the current instruction from the ready list (line 16). Checking whether the instruction can be issued under the current resource constraints can be either simple (a lookup of a reservation table) on architectures with regular structural hazards, or more advanced (using finite-state automata [8, 62, 67, 76]) on architectures with irregular hazards.

5. Once all the instructions in the ready list have been tried increase the current cycle by 1 (Algorithm 2.1 line 17).

The end result is a schedule like the one in Figure 2.1.c. Compared to the serial execution on a scalar processor, the VLIW in this example achieves twice the performance on the code that corresponds to this DFG (Figure 2.1.b).
2.5 Scheduling Regions

Originally instruction schedulers used to operate at the Basic-Block (BB) level. Recall from Section 2.2 that a Basic-Block is a sequence of instructions with a single entry and single exit. This means that the instructions in the body of a BB cannot be the target of branch instructions (no side entries), nor can there be any control flow instructions within it apart from the last instruction (no side exits). A scheduler working at the BB level has a limited scope since it has few instructions available to operate on. Recall that the scheduler’s input is the Data Flow Graph of the region considered. If the region is a single BB, then the ready instructions at each cycle can only be from within that BB only. A BB-level scheduler schedules one BB after the other, never scheduling instructions across BBs.

Several ways of improving the scope of the instruction scheduler have been proposed. All of them share the idea of forming larger blocks composed of an acyclic section of the Control Flow Graph (CFG) with more than a single BB. Such blocks are usually referred to as scheduling regions. After the regions are formed, scheduling is applied on the large region as a whole. What differentiates these approaches is the type of regions considered:

- **Traces** [29] (Figure 2.6.a) were the first proposed scheduling region in the literature. A Trace is a sequence of basic-blocks in the CFG that follows a linear high-probability acyclic path. Both multiple-entries and multiple-exits are allowed. Selecting the right path for the Trace is vital. The path is chosen using profiling control-flow information such that there is high probability that all BBs in the Trace are executed in each run. The scheduler has to make sure that the inter-BB code movement is allowed and it has to emit compensation code in several cases, to maintain the code semantics.

- **Superblocks** [39] (Figure 2.6.b) are Traces but with the added restriction that they are single-entry, meaning that they do not allow branches to within the region except to the first instruction. Just like Traces, Superblocks are multiple-exit linear regions that are formed using profiling control-flow information.

- **Hyperblocks** [61] (Figure 2.6.c) are similar to Superblocks but allow for control-flow which can be folded with if-conversion (e.g., the control flow for BB1 and BB2 in Figure 2.6.c can be removed).
Figure 2.6: Various scheduling regions on a CFG. The region is marked by the dashed blue lines. The control edges are tagged with their % profile probability and they are colored accordingly (red is high, black is low). The single-BB regions are not shown.
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- **Extended Basic Blocks** [66] and Treeregions [35] (Figure 2.6.d) are tree-like non-linear single-entry multiple-exit regions. No profiling is required to form them, since instead of selecting a CFG path, they instead include BBs of all paths. Such regions are particularly effective on irregular workloads (that is when the control flow cannot be predicted) being executed on wide-issue processors.

- **Global** code scheduling techniques [64, 65, 70] (Figure 2.6.e) operate on larger non-linear acyclic regions across which they apply several code motion rules and scheduling. The region formation is not guided by profiling. Similarly to EBB schedulers, global schedulers are effective on irregular workloads being executed on wide-issue architectures.

Selecting which region a scheduler should operate on is a complicated trade-off between i) the type of workloads to be compiled (regular or irregular), ii) the type of the target architecture (e.g., Issue-width, support for predicated execution) iii) the engineering effort of implementing the scheduler (simpler/smaller regions are easier) and iv) the software development cycle (e.g., whether profiling is part of it). Industrial-grade compilers usually give the user an option to choose which scheduler to use. As the optimization level (-O flag) increases, usually more aggressive schedulers are selected that operate on larger regions.

The region type and size is usually orthogonal to the main structure of the scheduling algorithm and the heuristics used in it. Therefore most of the improvements in the scheduling techniques for one scheduler are easily transferable to others operating on other regions.

### 2.6 Clustered VLIW Machine Model

A clustered VLIW is a VLIW processor that is designed for scaling to large issue widths without this affecting its operating frequency. It is a well known fact that the issue width of a processor does not scale to large numbers [15]. The reason is that increasing the issue width adds extra ports to the register file, which are practically limited in number and increase the clock cycle. To make the VLIW more scalable, the processor’s Register File (RF) is partitioned into smaller chunks with limited connectivity to the functional units. Only the units that are private to a partition of the register file can directly access it. A cluster contains a partition of the register file and its private functional units. Accessing a remote partition of the register file is subject
Figure 2.7: A Clustered VLIW architecture with 2 clusters.

Figure 2.8: Two different ways of treating ICC instructions.

to additional latency and requires special Inter-Cluster copy instructions. This design ensures the frequency and energy scalability to large issue widths. A high-level view of the clustered architecture is shown in Figure 2.7.

The clusters are connected through scalable point to point links. In Figure 2.7, the communication between the clusters takes place through the Inter-Cluster-Copy (ICC) unit. This unit executes inter-cluster copy instructions that move data from the register file of one cluster to the register file of another. For example if the register file of cluster 0 contains registers 0 to 31 and the register file of cluster 1 contains registers 32 to 63, then an ICC could be: “r41 = r13”. This would copy the contents of r13 into r41. The latency of the ICC instruction is often higher than the fastest FUs.

The term inter-cluster communication bandwidth (or Inter-Cluster Copy bandwidth, or ICC bandwidth) refers to the maximum number of simultaneous ICCs that the ar-
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Architecture can handle. There are several factors that can control the ICC bandwidth:

1. The register file ports. As with regular FUs, each additional ICC unit increases the number of register file ports.

2. The issue width. An ICC instruction looks like a regular instruction, therefore it has to pass through the processor front-end, similarly to regular instructions. Increasing the ICC bandwidth, increases the issue width by an equal amount. This is shown in Figure 2.8.a. This model is used in Chapters 3, 6 and 4.

If ICC instructions are allowed to share issue slots with other instructions (as in Figure 2.8.b), then the issue width does not necessarily have to increase, but there are scheduling challenges that are considered in Chapter 5.

3. The scalability of the interconnect. This could become a major factor for architectures with many clusters. In practice, the clusters are very few.

In this thesis we assume a fully-connected interconnect, meaning that each cluster is a neighbor with every other, and therefore the communication latency is uniform, no matter which cluster is accessed. This model is implementable in practice since the number of clusters is usually very small.

2.7 Heterogeneous Clustered VLIW

A variant of the clustered VLIW architecture described in Section 2.6 is the heterogeneous clustered VLIW. This design allows each cluster to operate independently at its own frequency and voltage (Figure 2.9). This allows for a fine-grain DVFS control at the cluster level and can lead to significant energy savings since underutilized clusters can be set to operate at lower frequencies.

These architectures are statically scheduled and have no hardware interlocks to enforce the instruction data dependencies. Therefore controlling the frequency of each cluster can only be done in collaboration with the mechanism that maintains the code’s data dependencies, which in this case is the instruction scheduler. The scheduler has to be fully aware of the cluster frequencies at any given point in order to generate correct code. Chapter 6 focuses on optimized instruction scheduling for such architectures.
Figure 2.9: A Heterogeneous Clustered VLIW architecture with 2 clusters. Cluster 0 operates at the maximum frequency, while cluster 1 operates at $1/3$ of the maximum frequency.

### 2.8 Cluster Assignment

The compiler of a clustered VLIW architecture has the additional task of assigning instructions to clusters. This is done by the cluster-assignment algorithm, which is guided by a clustering heuristic. Cluster assignment can either be done within the instruction scheduler, or as a separate back-end pass.

In this section we present the state-of-the-art clustering heuristics which are implemented in various clustering algorithms.

**Start-Cycle (SC):** Several of the existing combined cluster-assignment and instruction scheduling schemes [40, 41] make use of the same clustering heuristic. It is the resource-constrained earliest schedule cycle heuristic also known as the Start-Cycle. In more detail, it returns the earliest cycle that an instruction can be scheduled at on any given cluster, taking into account: 1) the scheduling cycle of its data-flow immediate predecessors (Algorithm 2.2 line 11), 2) the instruction latency of its data-flow immediate predecessors and (Algorithm 2.2 line 11) 3) the inter-cluster latency between the cluster of the immediate predecessor and the cluster under consideration (Algorithm 2.2 line 10). Finally the resource constraints (issue-slot occupancy) is taken into account (Algorithm 2.2 lines 14-15).

Two examples that visualize how the Start-Cycle heuristic works are shown in Figure 2.10.b and Figure 2.10.c in red color. Both examples show the heuristic values of instruction B for both CL0 and CL1, right after instruction A has been scheduled at CL0 in cycle 0. Figure 2.10.b shows that the Start-Cycle of B on CL0 (denoted by \((B,CL0)\)) is 1, whereas the Start-Cycle of B on CL1 (B,CL1) is 2. Similarly, in Fig-
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Figure 2.10: Heuristic values calculated on schedules.

ure 2.10.b, where the shaded boxes represent occupied issue slots (instructions already scheduled), the Start-Cycle of B on CL0 is 3 and on CL1 is 2.

The Start-Cycle heuristic spreads the instructions across the clusters in an aggressive and greedy way. Each and every instruction gets scheduled on the cluster where it will execute the earliest. As shown in Section 4.2, this strategy proves to work best on low inter-cluster communication latencies. The problem is that the performance degrades linearly with an increasing inter-cluster latency.

Completion-Cycle (CC): The Completion-Cycle heuristic ([26, 57]) is a more conservative clustering heuristic compared to the Start-Cycle, with better performance as the inter-cluster latency increases. It distributes the instructions only if it is guaranteed that they will not cause a slow-down at that scheduling point.

It works by calculating the Start-Cycle and adds to it the latency of the instruction and the latency until this instruction’s data is sent over to its earliest data-flow immediate successor (Algorithm 2.3). The first implementation of the Completion-Cycle heuristic was in the BUG algorithm [26]. In that algorithm a bottom-up pass on the DFG was required to propagate any known cluster numbers (due to live-out restrictions or due to resource constraints) towards the top. For example if a floating point
Algorithm 2.2: Start-Cycle heuristic.

1 /* Start-Cycle Heuristic. 
2  In1: Instruction INSN under consideration 
3  In2: The CLUSTER under consideration 
4  In3: The DFG 
5  Out: The Start-Cycle value */ 
6 start_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER) 
7 { 
8 I = 0 
9 for PRED in INSN’s immediate predecessors: 
10 DST = inter-cluster-distance (PRED.cluster, CLUSTER) 
11 LATENCY_AWARE_SC = PRED.cycle +PRED.latency +DST 
12 /* Increase cycle until we get a free resource*/ 
13 CYCLE = LATENCY_AWARE_SC 
14 while reservation_table_not_free (CLUSTER,CYCLE): 
15 CYCLE ++
16 RESOURCE_AND_LATENCY_AWARE_SC = CYCLE 
17 SC [I++] = RESOURCE_AND_LATENCY_AWARE_SC 
18 return MAX of all SC[ ] 
19 }
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An instruction could only be executed on a specific cluster with floating point support, then the cluster number for that instruction was set during the bottom-up pass and was propagated towards the top of the DFG. In the context of cluster assignment taking place within the instruction scheduler (i.e. a unified cluster-assignment and scheduling algorithm) however, the code is scheduled top-down only, therefore the cluster number of the DFG immediate successors of an instruction is not known (and defaults to zero). The Completion-Cycle heuristic used in the context of the instruction scheduler is shown in Figure 2.10.b and Figure 2.10.c in green color.

**Critical-Successor (CS):** A more recently introduced clustering algorithm was presented in [96]. The clustering heuristic introduced by it is based on the observation that when a data-flow sibling instruction node has been already assigned to a cluster, then it is highly probable that there exists an immediate successor of it that is also a highly critical immediate successor of the current instruction node. In this case the clustering heuristic should select the cluster which achieves the best start-cycle, not of the current instruction but of the critical-successor node instead. To be more precise, the Critical-Successor start-cycle is selected only if the Critical-Successor start-cycle of one of the clusters is better by a large margin than the other clusters. The heuristic defaults to standard Start-Cycle if no clear winner cluster has been found. The CS heuristic exhibits similar behavior to SC with respect to the increasing inter-cluster delay, mostly due to the fact that it is built upon the Start-Cycle heuristic.

```plaintext
/* Completion-Cycle Heuristic */
In1 : Instruction INSN under consideration
In2 : The CLUSTER under consideration
In3 : The DFG
Out : The completion cycle value */
completion_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER)
{
I = 0
START_C = start_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER)
for SUCC in INSN’s immediate successors:
    DIST = inter-cluster-distance (SUCC.cluster, CLUSTER)
    CC [I++] = START_C + DIST
return min of all CC[ ]
}
```

Algorithm 2.3: Completion-Cycle heuristic.
Completion Weighted Predecessor (CWP): This is one of the heuristics proposed in the first Unified Assignment and Scheduling (UAS) algorithm [72]. It assigns a weight to each cluster, based on the ready cycle of the immediate predecessor (in that cluster) of the instruction being scheduled. For example if instruction \( c \) has two data-flow immediate predecessors \( a \) and \( b \), with \( a \) assigned to cluster 0 and ready at cycle 3 and \( b \) assigned to cluster 1 and ready at cycle 5, then the CWP heuristic will give a higher priority to cluster 1 since \( b \) becomes ready later than \( a \). The idea is that a we should assign the current instruction on the same cluster as the immediate predecessor that generates its output the latest, since if we don’t do so there might be an extra inter-cluster latency on top of the latest immediate predecessor. The semantics of this heuristic are very close to those of the Start-Cycle heuristic and its performance is almost identical to SC (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5).

All of the above heuristics are greedy and are calculated once on a single top-down walk of the DFG with no backtracking. Therefore they cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution.

2.9 Load Scheduling

Load instructions have unpredictable latency. The Load latency varies significantly depending on the cache level where the access hits and the DRAM access time if all it misses in all cache levels. It can be as low as a few cycles and as high as several hundred cycles (the latency of the main memory). The latency of a Load depends not only on the program semantics but also on the micro-architecture setup. Factors such as the cache configuration (e.g., size, associativity, block size, number of cache levels), the use of data pre-fetchers, the sharing of the cache with other threads, all affect the cache accesses.

The Load latency is known at run-time but an instruction scheduler requires instruction latency knowledge at compile time. In the absence of accurate techniques to predict the Load latencies, instruction schedulers typically consider a Load latency equal to a cache hit or a cache-miss or something in between. Any of these options have their merit:

- **Cache hit**: In micro-architectures with i) balanced sized cache memories, ii) support for preventing cache-misses (e.g., data pre-fetchers), or iii) support for hiding cache latencies (e.g., out-of-order execution), the majority of Loads have
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a low latency. Therefore an instruction scheduler that treat Loads as instructions with latency equal to that of a cache hit, generate good schedules.

- **Cache-miss:** In micro-architectures with i) small caches and ii) no cache-miss preventing techniques and iii) no cache latency hiding techniques, Load instructions have a high latency. In some cases even if there is hardware support for all of the above, the application access patterns are such that the cache memories are of little use. In either of these cases cache-misses are common. Therefore an instruction scheduler should treat Loads as higher-latency instructions and it should try to hide the Load latency by scheduling independent instruction after it.

- **In between:** In the general case the average Load latency is between that of a hit and a miss. A scheduler that treats Loads as neither hits nor misses but in between, is optimized for the average case.

The above techniques are designed for architectures with hardware Load-Use interlocks. This means that if a Load is a miss, then the processor can keep on executing independent instructions until an instruction that uses the missing value is encountered. These techniques aim at placing the right amount of independent instructions after the Load such that a Load miss latency does not get noticed (i.e., the processor does not stall). Determining the Load latency is either done with static approaches (e.g., based on the available ILP [43]) or with profiling [54].

In absence of Load-Use hardware interlocks (in lightweight embedded processors), the processor stalls upon any Load miss until it gets serviced. This happens without considering the instructions that follow it (whether they use the loaded value or not). Therefore specialized instruction scheduling techniques are required to make up for the lacking hardware support. Chapter 3 proposes such a scheduling technique, specific to VLIW processors without Load-Use hardware interlocks.
Chapter 3

Aligned Scheduling: Exploiting MLP to hide cache-miss latencies on VLIWs

This chapter presents Aligned Scheduling, a novel instruction scheduling algorithm for monolithic VLIW processors. Simple VLIW processors with no dedicated control logic in hardware for Load-use interlocks are very susceptible to cache-misses, since they cannot effectively overlap computation with cache-misses. Aligned Scheduling is a VLIW-specific technique that generates optimized code for such architectures, improving their performance and bringing it closer to that of architectures with hardware support.

3.1 Introduction

Statically scheduled processors, are based on simpler, smaller and more energy efficient hardware designs than their dynamically scheduled counterparts. VLIW processors, which are both statically scheduled and wide-issue ILP processors, combine the hardware simplicity and energy advantage of statically scheduled processors with the performance of wide-ILP processors, thus operating at a good energy-performance point [30]. Since they are statically scheduled, VLIWs rely on the compiler to generate high performance code. Instruction scheduling algorithms re-arrange the instructions of the input program to hide pipeline latencies. Schedulers, for VLIW processors in particular, express instruction level parallelism (ILP) explicitly in long VLIW words.

VLIW processors are wide-issue statically scheduled processors and are designed with hardware simplicity in mind. This design goal however, comes at a cost: VLIW processors are more sensitive to dynamic latencies triggered by micro-architectural
events, such as cache-misses, than their dynamically scheduled counterparts. This is because a traditional VLIW processor has no Load-use hardware interlocking and thus comes to a complete halt upon a cache-miss caused by any instruction in the long instruction word. Therefore, even if there exist instructions that could execute while the miss is being serviced, they do not do so because the VLIW hardware does not allow it. We refer to these VLIW cache-miss semantics as *Stall-On-Miss* (SOM). An example of this is shown in Figure 3.1, where the Data Flow Graph (DFG) (Figure 3.1.a) is scheduled as in Figure 3.1.b and the SOM semantics can be observed in Figure 3.1.c.

Performance can be improved once we deviate from the VLIW design philosophy and introduce data hazard detection in hardware. This limits the processor stalls to the cases when a VLIW instruction tries to use data that is not available (brought in by the Load-miss). We refer to this model as *Stall-On-Use* (SOU) (Figure 3.1.d). This requires the use of Load-use hardware interlocking. In this model, the long instruction words remain intact and the dependencies are tracked at the VLIW word level.

If we apply a full-blown register scoreboarding in hardware, we can break down the instruction words into individual instructions and we can allow each instruction to issue and stall independently of the others (Figure 3.1.e). This allows for optimal pipeline throughput as the execution only stalls when dictated by the data dependencies. This approach, however, requires hardware components that are normally found in dynamically scheduled superscalar processors, thus deviating from the VLIW design concept of keeping the hardware simple. This is the reason why most VLIW processors are designed to be either SOM or SOU. In our work we only consider the SOM and SOU models where the hardware is simpler and investigate how the compiler can better cope with these simple models.

An architecture with SOU semantics requires Non-Blocking caches [49] to function optimally. These caches are equipped with a simple hardware mechanism that allows them to resolve multiple misses simultaneously. Their impact on performance on dynamically scheduled processors is significant since they decrease the pipeline stalls. The performance improvement however, on a VLIW processor with SOM semantics is not as impressive under existing instruction schedulers.

Traditionally instruction schedulers required a complete knowledge of the target’s underlying architecture, such as the functional unit types, their latencies, the bypass circuits, the register file size etc. Meanwhile the schedulers have had little knowledge of performance-critical micro-architectural resources, such as the cache memo-
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There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the scheduler is supposed to operate at the architectural abstraction layer. Secondly, micro-architectural resources, such as cache memories, exhibit unpredictable dynamic (run-time) behavior, which is hard for the scheduler to estimate.

Most schedulers can effectively deal with regular long-latency instructions, such as integer division. They try to hide long latencies by executing other low-latency instructions in parallel. Existing instruction schedulers consider Load instructions as regular instructions of some latency: either low-latency (cache-hit), high-latency (cache-miss) or something in between. This effectively changes how the scheduler treats the Loads: as hits, misses or in between. This approach works fine for dynamically-scheduled processors. The Stall-On-Miss semantics of a VLIW processor however, require spe-
cial treatment by the instruction scheduler. Figure 3.2 shows that trying to hide Load miss latency by scheduling other instructions in parallel is not suitable for VLIWs. This is because on the SOM VLIW, the semantics of a regular long-latency instruction (Non-Load instruction Figure 3.2.a) are different from a cache-miss of equal latency (Load instruction Figure 3.2.b). On one hand the high-latency regular instruction A in Figure 3.2.a can fully overlap its execution with B, C and D. On the other hand, cache-miss A in Figure 3.2.b cannot overlap with instructions C or D due to Stall-On-Miss semantics. Therefore VLIW architectures require a radically different scheduling approach for hiding cache-miss latencies.

We propose Aligned Scheduling, a novel instruction scheduling algorithm for statically scheduled VLIW processors with non-blocking caches that treats Load instructions differently than existing schemes. It improves the tolerance of VLIW processors to cache-miss latencies. It does so by exploiting four concepts:

- The VLIW-specific Stall-On-Miss or Stall-On-Use cache-miss semantics.
- Non-blocking caches ([49, 89]), that can service multiple cache-misses simultaneously.
- The statically provable Memory-Level Parallelism (MLP), that allows for multiple memory Load operations to execute on the same VLIW cycle.
- The explicit instruction parallelism of VLIW instruction words.

These four concepts allow the instruction scheduler to hide cache-miss latencies by effectively aligning memory Load instructions together on the same cycle. In this way, during execution, the probability that multiple Load instructions miss simultaneously increases. We refer to this effect of multiple aligned Load instructions missing simultaneously as miss overlapping.

### 3.2 Motivation

We start by shortly explaining the main idea of Aligned Scheduling and then presenting the Aligned Scheduling heuristics through two examples. These demonstrate the weaknesses of the existing instruction scheduling algorithms when it comes to cache-miss latencies on VLIW processors. Aligned Scheduling is shown to outperform the existing schemes by exploiting the unique cache-miss semantics of VLIW processors along with the existing MLP and the non-blocking feature of the data caches.
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The main concept that Aligned Scheduling is based on is the idea of miss overlapping (Figure 3.3). If the architecture supports non-blocking caches, then more than a single outstanding cache-miss can be serviced simultaneously. Instruction schedulers currently do not exploit this feature of the architecture and tend to generate schedules as in Figure 3.3.a, which perform well when there are no or few cache-misses (Figure 3.3.a.i and 3.3.a.ii) but are suboptimal when there are bursts of cache-misses (Figure 3.3.a.iii). An optimized scheduler for VLIW should exploit the non-blocking caches to schedule Loads in parallel, whenever this is profitable. Aligned Scheduling does so and generates a schedule which still performs well under low cache-miss conditions (Figure 3.3.b.i and 3.3.b.ii) but manages to outperform the existing approaches under bursts of cache-misses (Figure 3.3.b.iii).

The motivating examples (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) describe two different but complementary heuristics that are used in Aligned Scheduling. Each example is based on its own Data Flow Graph (DFG), Figure 3.4.a and Figure 3.5.a respectively. Both DFGs contain Load instructions (green) and non-Load instructions (light gray). The examples compare the schedules generated by two schedulers: i) The baseline scheduler (top sub-figures b, d and f), a state-of-the-art list-scheduler (like the scheduler in
GCC [1]) and ii) Aligned Scheduler (bottom sub-figures c, e and g). The colors on the DFG and schedules are consistent. Red represents a Load that misses in the cache. The leftmost column of each figure (sub-figures b and c) shows the static schedule produced by the scheduler. These schedules also happen to match the dynamic (run-time) schedule when all Load instructions are hits. This is why in both sub-figures b and c the Loads are green, suggesting a cache-hit. The other two columns show the case when all Loads miss: The center column (sub-figures d and e) corresponds to a Stall-On-Miss (SOM) architecture and the rightmost column (sub-figures f and g) corresponds to Stall-On-Use (SOU).

The baseline is a list scheduler. It prioritizes the ready instructions based on a priority function (in this case the height of each node in the graph), and emits the highest priority ready instruction into the schedule. Aligned Scheduling is also a list-scheduler based algorithm, but differs from the baseline in the instruction selection process (Figure 3.6 “Aligned-select”). The performance of a scheduler is inversely proportional to the dynamic schedule length. In these examples (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) we are interested in comparing the two schedulers in cache-hit (sub-figures b, c) and cache-miss (sub-figures d, e and f, g) scenarios in order to motivate the main concept of Aligned Scheduling: The VLIW stall semantics require that a good schedule (one that is resilient to misses) should have Load instructions scheduled in parallel on the same cycle, so that the cache-misses can overlap in time. The first example (Figure 3.4) motivates the need to hoist low-priority Load instructions next to a high-priority Load. The second example (Figure 3.5) motivates the need to lower low-priority Load instructions so that they can execute in parallel with Loads that come later in the schedule.

### 3.2.1 Hoisting of Low-Priority Loads (HLPL)

The first example (Figure 3.4) shows that a scheduler that hoists low-priority Loads by giving preference to them instead of other higher priority instructions, can improve performance under a burst of Load misses.

The highest priority instruction of the DFG of Figure 3.4.a is Load A. At cycle 0 the scheduler’s ready list contains A, C and E. Since A is the instruction with the highest priority (4), it gets issued at cycle 0. Next, an unmodified priority-based list scheduler (Figure 3.4 b, d and f) would select C with priority 3. The HLPL heuristic of Aligned Scheduling, though, will select E with priority 2, since this will allow for
Figure 3.4: The instruction schedule of the DFG (a), under baseline (b, d and f) and Aligned-HLPL Scheduling (c, e and g). The dynamic schedule in the event of two consecutive Load-misses on a Stall-On-Miss and a Stall-On-Use architecture is listed in (d and e) and (f and g) for the Baseline and Aligned-HLPL, respectively.
both Loads (A and E) to execute on the same cycle (Figure 3.4.c, e and g).

If at run-time none of the Loads miss, the dynamic schedule will look exactly like the static one (Figure 3.4.b). If, however, at run-time both Load instructions (A and E) miss, then the execution will look as in Figure 3.4.d or Figure 3.4.f, depending on the stall semantics. In this case, the run-time performance of the Baseline scheduler is worse than the Aligned one for both Stall-On-Miss and Stall-On-Use semantics.

The Aligned-HLPL heuristic makes sure that the low-priority Load instructions (like Load E) get hoisted and scheduled on the same cycle as high-priority Load instructions, like Load A on cycle 0 (Figure 3.4.c). This suggests that, unlike the baseline scheduler, in Aligned-HLPL instruction priority does not always drive the scheduling algorithm. Instead low-priority Load instructions may take precedence over high-priority non-Load instructions. For example the high-priority non-Load instruction C gets deferred to a later cycle than the lower-priority E (Figure 3.4.c). This leads to better performance under bursts of misses, and still a good schedule under the “all Hits” case (Figure 3.4 c, e and g).

### 3.2.2 Lowering of Low-Priority Loads (LLPL)

The previously described HLPL heuristic can only work if a high-priority Load is scheduled first on the current scheduling cycle. The LLPL heuristic complements HLPL by taking action when a high-priority non-Load instruction is scheduled first on the current scheduling cycle.

The LLPL heuristic (Figure 3.5) avoids scheduling low priority Load instructions if the highest priority instruction on the current scheduling cycle is not a Load. Even if there are no instructions left to schedule but Loads, LLPL will defer them to some later cycle. This is beneficial for two reasons:

1. It guarantees that the current cycle remains stall-free, since there are no Load instructions to miss.
2. It increases the chances that more Load instructions get grouped together and aligned on a future cycle.

LLPL can be better explained through the example of Figure 3.5. As in Section 3.2.1, the Baseline scheduler is driven purely by instruction priorities and issue slot availability. Therefore, Load C gets scheduled on a different cycle than Load D, as shown in Figure 3.5.b. This is because at cycle 0, when instructions A, C and E are
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Figure 3.5: The instruction schedule of the DFG (a), under baseline (b, d, and f) and Aligned-LLPL Scheduling (c, e and g). The dynamic schedule in the event of two consecutive Load-misses on a Stall-On-Miss and a Stall-On-Use architecture is listed in (d and e) and (f and g) for the Baseline and Aligned-LLPL respectively.
in the ready list (in this order), the list scheduler will issue A (priority 3), then C (priority 2) and since the cycle slots are full, will move on to the next cycle. The other Load instruction (B) gets issued at the earliest cycle possible (cycle 1) due to data-dependence with A.

Aligned-LLPL, however, is not guided solely by the instruction priorities. Instead it focuses on deferring low-priority Load instructions of the ready list (e.g., C at cycle 0 which is not the highest priority instruction) to a later cycle as long as the high priority instruction is not a Load (A at cycle 0). The end result is that instruction C gets scheduled later (cycle 1) along with Load B.

When all instructions are hits (“all Hits” scenario) both the Baseline and Aligned Scheduling-LLPL perform equally well (Figure 3.5.b and Figure 3.5.c). When both Loads miss, however, Aligned-LLPL is faster (Figure 3.5.d and f vs Figure 3.5.e and g). The speedup, is once again due to the overlapping of miss-latencies.

3.2.3 Discussion

As with most scheduling heuristics, the Aligned Scheduling heuristics have some limitations. There are some cases where aligned scheduling can lead to performance degradations. From a high-level standpoint, both HLPL and LLPL force the scheduler to ignore the instruction priorities under certain conditions. The assumption is that under a burst of cache-misses, the re-ordering is worth-while as it can improve performance. If, however, there are no bursts of cache-misses and the application’s performance is very sensitive to the critical path ordering, then the HLPL and LLPL re-ordering may hurt performance. Aligned Scheduling attempts to balance the aggressiveness of the instruction re-ordering so that we can still get performance improvements when the conditions are favorable, but only get a small performance degradation when the conditions are not suited for Aligned Scheduling.

3.3 Aligned Scheduling

3.3.1 Overview

Aligned Scheduling is based on the commonly used list-scheduling algorithm. An overview of how the common (baseline) list scheduling algorithm works was discussed in Section 2.4 and is shown in Figure 3.6.a.
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The input to list scheduling is a Data Flow Graph (DFG) with its nodes tagged with priorities. The priority can be calculated based on various heuristics, a common one being the height from the bottom of the DFG. With the term “ready instructions” we mean the instructions that have all their inputs calculated and available to them. The ready instructions of the DFG are placed into a ready list and are sorted based on their priority. The highest-priority instruction is selected and scheduled. Scheduling an instruction causes its DFG immediate successors to become ready and to be added to the ready list. The scheduler steps to the next cycle under two conditions: 1) The ready list is empty, meaning that there are no available instructions to schedule 2) The current cycle is full, so no more instructions can be scheduled in it. This process repeats until all instructions in the DFG are scheduled.

Aligned Scheduling (Figure 3.6.b) adds the “Aligned select” phase to the common list scheduling algorithm. This process is placed in between sorting the ready list and scheduling an instruction. It uses the ready instruction list and the highest priority instruction of the current cycle to make an informed decision on selecting the instruction that should be scheduled at the current scheduling cycle. This is where HLPL and LLPL are used. The instruction that “Aligned select” returns, gets scheduled at the
current cycle.

Although Aligned Scheduling is built on top of GCC’s EBB-region-based scheduler, in principle the “Aligned select” step can be plugged in to other schedulers as well (e.g., the Selective Scheduler ([64]), Modulo Scheduling [21, 50, 55, 78] etc.) without major modifications to these algorithms.

The Aligned Scheduling algorithm can be logically split in two parts:

1. The main driver function (Algorithm 3.1), which performs the high-level actions of a list-scheduler.

2. The Aligned Scheduling selection function (Algorithm 3.2) which is used for the selection of the instruction that gets scheduled by the main driver function.

### 3.3.2 Aligned Scheduling driver

The main driver function (Algorithm 3.1) performs the main actions of a list-scheduling algorithm adjusted to work with the Aligned Scheduling heuristics. While there are instructions left to schedule (line 6) it iterates. First, it fills in the ready list with any ready instruction (line 7), then it sorts the ready list (line 8) based on the instruction priorities (which is usually the height of the instruction in the DFG). Next it finds the highest priority instruction for this cycle and stores it into BEST_INSTR (line 9).

The algorithm then schedules the ready instructions one by one (lines 11 to 20). This part of the algorithm keeps iterating until: 1) the ready list is empty (line 11), or 2) no instruction is selected by the aligned select function (line 12). The ready list empties in two ways:

1. Scheduled instructions are removed from the ready list.

2. When no more instructions fit in the current cycle (due to insufficient execution slots) then the ready instructions still get popped out of the ready list without being scheduled and get deferred to the next cycle (line 20).

Instructions get selected from the ready list by the aligned select() function (line 12). The implementation of this function is shown in Algorithm 3.2. If no instruction is selected by “aligned select” (i.e. there are no instructions left to schedule in this cycle), then the algorithm breaks out of the innermost while loop (lines 13-14) to abandon scheduling on the current cycle and to step to the next cycle. This enables LLPL to leave a cycle partially scheduled even if there are ready instructions left to schedule.
Else, if an instruction has been selected, then it gets scheduled and removed from the ready list (lines 15 to 17). If, due to resource constraints (e.g., no more issue slots) the instruction cannot be scheduled on the current scheduling cycle, then it is removed from the ready list (lines 19 and 20). Finally, if there are no instructions left in the ready list, it is time to move to the next scheduling cycle (lines 22 and 23) and restart with a fresh ready list at the top of the outer loop (line 6).

**Algorithm 3.1: Aligned Scheduling algorithm.**

```plaintext
/* In1 : Data Flow Graph (DFG) 
Out : Scheduled Code. */
aligned ()
|
/* While there are unscheduled instructions */
while (instructions left to schedule)
|
   update READY_LIST [] with ready + deferred instructions
   sort READY_LIST [] based on priorities
   BEST_INSTR = READY_LIST [0]
while (READY_LIST not empty)
   INSN=aligned_select(BEST_INSTR,READY_LIST [])
   if (no INSN selected)
      break
   if (INSN can be scheduled at CYCLE)
      schedule INSN
   else
      remove INSN from READY_LIST []
   /* If failed, defer to cycle+1 */
   if (INSN unscheduled)
      remove INSN from READY_LIST[] and reinsert at CYCLE + 1
/* READY_LIST is empty */
CYCLE ++
```

### 3.3.3 Aligned Scheduling selection

At the core of the Aligned Scheduling algorithm lies the `aligned_select()` function (Algorithm 3.2). This function decides which instruction, among the ready ones, will be executed on the current scheduling cycle. This function makes use of the HLPL and
LLPL heuristics to decide on the instruction selected.

This function exploits the statically (at compile time) analyzable MLP to improve the schedule’s performance of VLIW processors with non-blocking caches under high cache-miss rate conditions. The end result of the instruction selection (with the help of the driver function of Algorithm 3.1) is a hoisting and lowering of Load instructions aiming at grouping Loads together as much as possible.

Internally, the selection algorithm is composed of two different but complementary heuristics: The “Hoisting of Low-Priority Load” (HLPL) heuristic as demonstrated in the motivation Section 3.2.1 and the “Lowering of Low-Priority Load” (LLPL) heuristic as discussed in Section 3.2.2. If both are active, either HLPL or LLPL executes depending on the type of the highest priority instruction (BEST_INSTR) of the current scheduling cycle (Algorithm 3.2, lines 6 and 13). If it is a Load then HLPL performs hoisting of other Loads. Else if it is not a Load, then LLPL forms a Load-free cycle by lowering Loads to later cycles. The insight behind it is that the critical path should be honored. Therefore, the highest priority instruction (BEST_INSTR) of the cycle should guide the type of instructions that are aligned with it. We can enable each or both of these heuristics by controlling the HLPL and LLPL flags (Algorithm 3.2 lines 7 and 14, respectively).

The instruction hoisting/lowering of Aligned Scheduling is done in a balanced way:

- The Load hoisting and lowering is mild enough such that the re-arranged instructions do not replace other highly-critical instructions. This guarantees acceptable performance on a low cache-miss rate conditions.

- The Load hoisting and lowering is aggressive enough that the Load instructions get grouped together so that we get high miss overlapping and performance improvements on high cache-miss scenarios.

The first point is achieved by honoring the critical path and always scheduling the highest priority instruction of the ready list (BEST_INSTR) without any delays (Algorithm 3.2 lines 9,16 guarantee this). Also the most critical instruction guides the kind of hoisting/lowering that takes place (Algorithm 3.2 lines 6 and 13). The second point is achieved by selectively hoisting/lowering all lower priority instructions.
Algorithm 3.2: Aligned Scheduling instruction selection

```c
/* In1 : Highest prio. instr. of current cycle
In2 : List of ready instr. of current cycle
Out : Selected instr. to schedule on cycle */
aligned_select (BEST_INSTR, READY_LIST [])
{
    if (BEST_INSTR is a Load)
        if (HLPL)
            for INSTR in sorted READY_LIST []
                if (INSTR is a Load)
                    return INSTR
        return READY_LIST [0]
    else if (BEST_INSTR is not a Load)
        if (LLPL)
            for INSTR in sorted READY_LIST []
                if (INSTR is not Load)
                    return INSTR
        else
            return READY_LIST [0]
    return READY_LIST [0]
}
```
3.3.3.1 HLPL

If BEST_INSTR is a Load (Algorithm 3.2, line 6), then the HLPL heuristic can be applied (line 7). It iterates over the list of sorted ready instructions (line 8) and selects the first Load instruction encountered (lines 9 and 10). If there are no ready Load instructions to choose from, HLPL will select a non-Load instruction (line 11) as this can only be beneficial. This is because scheduling non-Load instructions, after all Load instructions have been scheduled on the cycle, cannot cause any further stalls or delays for this cycle, so it can cause no harm. Instead, deferring the execution of non-Load instructions to later cycles can only degrade performance. HLPL will usually not harm performance under low miss rate conditions.

3.3.3.2 LLPL

In the opposite case, if BEST_INSTR, the highest priority instruction of the current cycle, is not a Load (line 13), the LLPL heuristic can be applied. In short, LLPL creates a Load-free cycle. It does so by deferring the execution of any Load instruction to future cycles. This is done by iterating across the ready list (line 15) and selecting only non-Load instructions to schedule (lines 16 and 17). Unlike HLPL, when LLPL is “on” then even if there are no other non-Load instructions left in the ready list, the algorithm will not select a Load, therefore the current scheduling cycle will be partially empty. This is good for two reasons:

1. It guarantees that the current cycle does not stall (since it contains no Loads)
2. It enables future co-execution of Load instructions in later cycles.

However, LLPL could potentially harm performance as it deliberately leaves resources under-utilized. LLPL proves to be an aggressive heuristic for high miss rate conditions, but can cause slowdowns on low miss rate conditions.

Enabling both heuristics is usually the best practice, since the resulting performance is usually better than either of them in isolation (see Section 3.5).

3.3.4 Complexity Analysis and Comparison

Comparing the complexity of Aligned Scheduling against that of the baseline list scheduler is crucial. To compute the complexity of the Aligned Scheduling algorithm we need to examine its source code (Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2). For the computation we
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Worst-Case</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List Scheduling (baseline)</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligned Scheduling</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Complexity comparison.

consider an input DFG of $N$ nodes. The Aligned Scheduling algorithm has 3 levels of nested loops:

1. The outer loop iterates until all instructions in the DFG are scheduled. In each iteration a single cycle gets scheduled. If on average $s$ instructions get scheduled (with $s \leq \text{issue width}$), then this loop iterates $N/s$ times. On each iteration of this loop, the ready list is sorted using quicksort. Given an average ready list size of $R$, this usually costs $R \times \log R$ and $R^2$ in the worst case.

2. The middle loop iterates until all instructions in the ready list are examined for scheduling, so it iterates $R$ times.

3. The innermost loop is in the HLPL and LLPL heuristics (Algorithm 3.2). These loops iterate over the ready list (which keeps shrinking as instructions get scheduled) until a suitable instruction is found. This iterates $(R + 1)/2$ times in the worst case. We will use the worst case $(R + 1)/2$ as the usual case.

Therefore, the complexity of Aligned Scheduling can be computed as:

- $N/s \times R \times ((R + 1)/2 + \log R)$ in the usual case and
- $N/s \times R \times ((R + 1)/2 + R)$ in the worst case

In all practical cases, both $s$ and $R$ are small constants with $s < 4$ and $R < 10$. This leads to a complexity $O(N)$. The worst-case scenario involves $s = 1$ and $R = N$, leading to a complexity of $N^2 \times (3N + 1)/2$, or $O(N^3)$.

The baseline List Scheduler does not include the third inner loop. For all practical cases, the baseline List Scheduler is $O(N)$ and in the worst-case it is $O(N^3)$. Therefore both schedulers have practically the same complexity.

The summarized complexities are listed in Table 3.1.
3.4 Experimental Setup

The target architecture is a statically scheduled Stall-On-Miss/Stall-On-Use VLIW, that uses the IA64 [87] instruction set due to widespread availability of tools for this ISA. The architecture has a configurable issue width. The target architecture used for the evaluation, even though based on the IA64 ISA, is configured as a generic VLIW, in the sense that it is not constrained by the IA64 bundles [87]. Instead it can issue any type of instructions at any issue slot. It is worth noting that the real Itanium processor used in servers is based on the EPIC ¹ architecture, which although looking similar to a VLIW one, has many hardware features not found in common VLIW architectures. One of these hardware features is a hardware register scoreboard. Our target is a more traditional VLIW without the full-blown register scoreboard of the Itanium.

We simulated the architecture on a modified version of ski [2] IA64 cycle accurate simulator. The modified simulator supports a configurable non-blocking cache hierarchy and both Stall-On-Miss and Stall-On-Use semantics. The processor and caches configuration is listed in Table 3.2.

We have implemented Aligned Scheduling in the instruction scheduling pass (haifa-sched) of GCC-4.5.0 [1] compiler for IA64. GCC runs the instruction scheduling pass twice, once before register allocation and once after, as shown in Figure 3.7. This is done so that some of the phase-ordering issues between instruction scheduling and register allocation get eliminated.

We evaluated Aligned Scheduling on 6 of the Mediabench II video [34] and 6 of the SPEC CINT2000 [3] benchmarks, listed in Table 3.3. These benchmarks were the ones that we managed to fully build and run using our heavily modified compiler. All benchmarks were compiled with several optimizations enabled (-O2) and both scheduling passes (before and after register allocation) switched on. We ran all benchmarks to completion.

3.5 Results and Analysis

We first present a detailed case study of Aligned Scheduling on the cjpeg benchmark of the Mediabench II benchmark suite (Section 3.5.1). We then present summarized results for the rest of the benchmarks (Section 3.5.2).

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor: IA64 based VLIW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue width:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr. Latencies:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register File:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Prediction:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Stall semantics:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefetching:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache: Levels 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache size (Bytes):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache block-size (Bytes):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache associativity:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Latency (cycles):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Blocking:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding Loads:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Processor configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MediaBench II</th>
<th>SPEC CINT2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>175.vpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg</td>
<td>181.mcf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h263enc</td>
<td>186.crafty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h263dec</td>
<td>197.parser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpeg2enc</td>
<td>255.vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpeg2dec</td>
<td>300.twolf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Benchmarks

Figure 3.7: The compilation flow.
3.5.1 Case study: cjpeg

The cjpeg benchmark of the Mediabench II ([34]) video suite is a representative example for evaluating Aligned Scheduling. This benchmark has a working set of 16KB which is small enough that we can test Aligned Scheduling across a broad range of cache-miss scenarios (ranging from high miss rates to low miss rates) by simply changing the L1 size.

Figure 3.8 compares the cycle counts of the Aligned Scheduling-{HLPL, LLPL and BOTH} heuristics against the Baseline scheduling. The comparison is done over various L1 cache sizes, ranging from 4KB to 32KB 1-way, and on three different issue widths of the VLIW processor (issue 2 to 4). The L2 cache is a 256KB 4-way with 8 cycles latency. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 complement Figure 3.8 by providing the L1 and L2 miss rates respectively for each case.

These figures provide some important insights on the strengths and weaknesses of Aligned Scheduling.

- The first thing to notice in Figure 3.8 is that for the Stall-On-Miss semantics (SOM) and small L1 sizes, Aligned Scheduling outperforms the baseline by a considerable margin, in fact it performs equally well or better than the baseline with twice as much L1 memory (e.g., Figure 3.8 3 and 4-issue, 4K and 8K SOM), improving performance by about 20%. Aligned Scheduling performance improvements, however, decrease as the cache size increases. This is because cache-misses become less frequent (Figure 3.9) and therefore the probability of them happening simultaneously (something that Aligned Scheduling could exploit) decreases. The point of diminishing returns for cjpeg is the point when the working set size equals the cache size (16KB). For sizes greater than 32KB, the L1 miss rate drops below 8% and Aligned Scheduling cannot improve performance. Nevertheless it does not hurt performance either.

- An architecture with Stall-On-Use semantics can still benefit from Aligned scheduling, though the performance improvements are less significant. For small cache sizes, the performance improvements are about 5%, but as we get close to the working set size, there is little or no improvement. The reason (explained in Section 3.2) is that with SOU semantics there are fewer opportunities to increase the miss overlap, beyond what the hardware provides.

- For small cache sizes, Aligned Scheduling bridges half the performance gap
Figure 3.8: Normalized Cycle count of the Baseline list scheduler and the various Aligned Scheduling optimizations for both SOM and SOU stall semantics, over various L1 cache configurations. This is a case study of the cjpeg benchmark on a range of 2 to 4-issue machines.
Figure 3.9: L1 cache-miss rate for various L1 cache configurations. This is a case study of the cjpeg benchmark on a range of 2 to 4-issue machines.
Figure 3.10: L2 cache-miss rate for various L1 cache configurations. This is a case study of the cjpeg benchmark on a range of 2 to 4-issue machines.
Figure 3.11: Normalized cache-miss overlapping for various L1 cache configurations. This is a case study of the cjpeg benchmark on a range of 2 to 4-issue machines.
Figure 3.12: Memory Access Time (i.e., the average Load latency) for various L1 cache configurations. This is a case study of the cjpeg benchmark on a range of 2 to 4-issue machines.
between a SOM and a SOU architecture, with **no additional hardware** (e.g., Figure 3.8 4-issue, 4K). Recall that offering compiler driven solutions to simplify the VLIW hardware is the key objective in this thesis.

- The two Aligned Scheduling heuristics (HLPL and LLPL) work orthogonally and when both enabled they act cooperatively. This is true for both SOM and SOU semantics. Enabling both (Aligned-BOTH Figure 3.8) usually outperforms each individual heuristic Aligned-HLPL or Aligned-LLPL, particularly in the SOU case.

- Aligned Scheduling performs better as the issue width increases. In fact, for cjpeg, and for the degenerate VLIW case of 2-issue and for SOM semantics, Aligned scheduling causes a slowdown. This is an example where the alignment cost outweighs the benefit: Since the issue width is too narrow, the cache-misses cannot be effectively overlapped, therefore the scheduling penalty of issuing instructions ignoring their priorities outweighs the benefit of doing so.

  For any issue width higher than 2, Aligned Scheduling improves performance considerably. This is intuitive as the more the issue slots, the more Loads can get serviced in parallel, which is exactly what Aligned Scheduling is meant to exploit.

- A Miss-Overlap is the event of multiple cache-misses being serviced in parallel. We measure it by counting all the cache-misses that happen on the same cycle for the whole program run. The count of overlapping misses is a measure of the effectiveness of Aligned Scheduling. Figure 3.11 shows that the performance improvements of Figure 3.8 are indeed caused by the increase in cache overlaps and not some other scheduling side-effect.

- The effective average latency of a Load (Memory Access Time) is shown in Figure 3.12. This figure shows once more that Aligned scheduling manages to decrease the cache overhead for wide-issue VLIW processors. This is the main cause of the performance improvement.

- A last point to make from these measurements is that the L1 and L2 miss rate (Figure 3.9) seems to be largely unaffected by the application of Aligned Scheduling. This is because: i) a miss is still counted as a single miss even if it overlaps with another miss and ii) Aligned scheduling does not cause large-scale memory access reordering that could affect the cache behavior. Therefore Aligned
Scheduling speedups are not due to fewer misses but rather due to decreasing the total amount of time that the VLIW processor has to wait for the misses to be serviced.

### 3.5.2 All benchmarks

We now consider all benchmarks (Figure 3.13). We measured the cycle count, the miss rate on both L1 and L2 caches, the overlapping of cache-misses, and the average memory access time. We ran the benchmarks on a 4-issue VLIW processor with 16KB-1way L1 and 256KB-4way L2 cache (see Table 3.2). We focus on the performance of Aligned Scheduling compared to the Baseline Scheduler, all on SOM. We compare them against the Baseline on SOU, which is hardware supported and is, therefore, an estimate of the optimal we could expect from Aligned Scheduling (a software-only approach). In this figure, when we refer to Aligned we refer to Aligned-BOTH (both HLPL and LLPL enabled).

The results in Figure 3.13 show that Aligned Scheduling works for a variety of benchmarks and achieves a significant 4% average speedup on this architecture configuration. In memory-bound benchmarks (e.g., 181.mcf) it even manages to reach the performance levels of the hardware-based SOU. Aligned Scheduling is successful at increasing the count of misses that overlap, as shown in the Miss-overlap graph of Figure 3.13. In some cases (e.g., h263enc), the performance improvement can also be attributed to a lower miss rate, a side-effect of the instruction re-ordering. Only few benchmarks (197.parser and 300.twolf) have fewer miss overlaps compared to the baseline, but even in these cases the performance achieved is either close to the baseline or better, due to overlapping fewer misses but of greater latency, leading to better average memory access time.

Some of the benchmarks however are marginally worse than the baseline with 175.vpr reaching a slowdown of 2.5%. These slowdowns can be attributed to one of the following:

- High sensitivity to the priority of the critical path instructions. In such cases any instruction re-ordering done by Aligned Scheduling can lead to a slowdown (this is true for 186.crafty, 255.vortex and h263dec). In 175.vpr this effect is so strong, that even with substantially increased miss-overlap (more than 20%), it takes a performance hit.
Figure 3.13: Normalized Cycle count, Miss Rates, Miss overlaps and average Memory Access Time for 6 of the Mediabench II and the SPEC CINT2000 benchmarks.
3.6 Conclusion

- Inability of Aligned Scheduling to group Load instructions better than the baseline. This happens rarely (see “Miss overlap” in Figure 3.13 for djepg and 197.parser).

Benchmarks with high miss rates (L1 or L2) usually perform well under Aligned Scheduling. As long as a benchmark has adequate amounts of statically analyzable MLP, and is not very sensitive to its critical path instructions then a high miss rate should provide opportunities for Aligned Scheduling to improve the execution cycles. This is evident in 181.mcf and h263enc. In particular, h263enc has a low L1 miss rate but a high L2 miss rate and gets a performance improvement of about 7%. This suggests that Aligned Scheduling effectively overlaps some of the performance-critical high latency L2 misses, leading to significant performance improvements.

It is worth noting that most of the Mediabench II benchmarks we run have very small working sets ([34]), with the majority of them less than 16KB. Therefore with the current cache setup the cache-misses are few and Aligned Scheduling is not expected to give important speedups. As shown in Section 3.5.1 in Figure 3.8, Aligned Scheduling can indeed improve performance on these benchmarks as long as the cache sizes are smaller than their working sets.

3.6 Conclusion

VLIW architectures, being statically scheduled, rely on the compiler to produce high-quality schedules for them to execute. The instruction scheduler has traditionally optimized for architecture-visible and statically-predictable events, mainly register-to-register operations, and has widely ignored performance-critical micro-architectural events like cache-misses.

This chapter proposes Aligned Scheduling, a new scheduling algorithm that generates schedules that are more resilient to cache-misses than existing schemes. It does so by incorporating the micro-architectural knowledge of non-blocking caches into the scheduling algorithm. Aligned Scheduling exploits the statically known MLP to group together Load instructions on the same cycle. This increases the probability that cache-misses overlap and get serviced simultaneously by the non-blocking cache, therefore decreasing the amount of time the processor spends on cache stalls. Our simulation results show that significant speed-ups can be achieved across a wide range of benchmarks and VLIW architecture configurations.
Chapter 4

LUCAS: Latency-adaptive Unified
Cluster-Assignment and instruction Scheduling

This Chapter presents an instruction scheduling algorithm for clustered VLIW architectures, powered by a novel clustering heuristic. It solves a common problem of the existing state-of-the-art schemes: they generate high-performance code only for very limited conditions, either at a low or at a high inter-cluster latency. The proposed algorithm, LUCAS, generates fast code for a wide range of inter-cluster latencies. It adjusts to the inter-cluster latency of the target architecture by performing a fine-grain switching between two state-of-the-art clustering heuristics, one aggressive and one conservative.

4.1 Introduction

As already discussed in Section 1.2.1, a homogeneous clustered VLIW processor (as in Figure 4.1.a), has an additional performance and energy advantage compared to its monolithic non-clustered counterpart due to the frequency and energy scalability of the design. In the clustered case though, the compiler has to perform yet another task, that of cluster assignment, deciding the cluster where each instruction should be executed at (as shown in the code example of Figure 4.1.b).

In some early compilers for clustered VLIWs (e.g., the Bulldog compiler [27]), cluster assignment was done just before instruction scheduling, in a separate pass. This two-step solution (clustering before scheduling) worked well on that particular
architecture without explicit inter-cluster copy instructions. Processors with explicit inter-cluster copy instructions, however, benefit from a unified clustering and scheduling pass. This removes any phase-ordering issues between the two [72, 40, 41]. In these works, the instruction scheduler is modified so that upon scheduling an instruction, it also decides on the cluster where it should be assigned to based on the result of the clustering heuristic.

There are two state-of-the-art clustering heuristic groups that guide the clustering algorithms: the group of heuristics that are very similar to the Start-Cycle (SC) [27, 41] (this includes the Critical Successor (CS) [96] and the Completion-weighted Predecessor (CWP) [72]) and the Completion-Cycle (CC) [27]. They differ in their aggressiveness at spreading instructions across clusters. The first ones (SC, CS, CWP) will eagerly spread instructions across clusters as long as the one-way latency cost is covered, hoping for good performance, whereas the latter (CC) will only do so if the round-trip cost is covered. The clustering heuristic has a major impact on performance, and is particularly affected by the inter-cluster latency.

In this chapter, we identify a fundamental weakness of the existing state-of-the-art schedulers that perform combined instruction scheduling and cluster assignment. The code they generate performs well only under very limited conditions. Depending on the heuristic used, they work well under either low inter-cluster latencies, or high in-
4.2 Motivation

The major weakness of the state-of-the-art cluster-assignment and instruction-scheduling algorithms is that their clustering heuristics perform well on a limited range of inter-cluster communication latencies. Figure 4.2 points out this fact. The Start-Cycle (SC) [27, 41] and Critical-Successor (CS) [96] and Completion-weighted Predecessor (CWP) [72]) heuristics perform well only on low-latency configurations. The Completion-Cycle (CC)[27], on the other hand, performs well only on high-latency configurations. Moreover, the intersection point is highly specific to the benchmark and varies unpredictably.

The proposed scheme (LUCAS) addresses the shortcomings of both heuristics by adapting to the inter-cluster latency. LUCAS switches between the aggressive (SC) and conservative (CC) heuristic on a per-instruction basis. As shown in Figure 4.2, the goal of the proposed approach is to provide the best performance across the whole range of inter-cluster latencies.

In the following text we use the term Start-Cycle to refer to the whole group of heuristics that perform similarly to Start-Cycle unless explicitly stated otherwise.

4.2.1 Clustering Heuristics

The reason why the state-of-the-art heuristics perform in general as in Figure 4.2 and why our heuristic performs the way it does, can be explained by the motivating examples of Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The LUCAS heuristic uses two switching heuristics: i) the cycle-congestion (Figure 4.3) and ii) the instruction mobility (Figure 4.4), to guide the
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Figure 4.2: Qualitative performance comparison of clustering heuristics under increasing inter-cluster latency: Start-Cycle (SC) [27, 41], Critical-Successor (CS) [96], Completion-weighted Predecessor (CWP) [72], Completion-Cycle (CC) [27] and the proposed heuristic used in LUCAS.

switching decision on when to use the Start-Cycle or the Completion-Cycle heuristic. This will be explained in more detail later on. The examples of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the schedules obtained after scheduling the nodes of the Data Flow Graph (DFG) (Figure 4.3.a and 4.4.a) using the clustering heuristics (vertical axis) for inter-cluster latencies of 1 to 3 cycles (horizontal axis).

The Start-Cycle heuristic (Figures 4.3 b-d and 4.4 b-d) performs well on low latencies but the schedule length increases almost linearly with the inter-cluster latency. This is because the heuristic is very aggressive at dispersing the instructions across distant clusters.

On the contrary, the Completion-Cycle heuristic (in both Figures 4.3 e-g and 4.4 e-g) performs best under high inter-cluster communication latencies. The schedule length remains unchanged for the inter-cluster latencies shown. The reason for this is that an instruction will only be scheduled on a distant cluster if its descendants are not slowed down. This conservative policy bounds the schedule length for high latencies but proves not as effective for low latencies.

LUCAS adjusts better to the inter-cluster latency. We show how it does so by demonstrating how each of the sub-heuristics works in each example (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The Cycle-Congestion sub-heuristic (Figure 4.3) measures the congestion on each scheduling cycle. If there are too many ready instructions to fit in a single cluster, then it chooses to follow the aggressive Start-Cycle heuristic. This happens in cycles 0 and 1 in Figure 4.3.h and 4.3.i (latency 1 and 2). On later cycles, however, there is no congestion and therefore instruction 'E' is scheduled based on the conservative Completion-Cycle heuristic.
The instruction Mobility sub-heuristic is shown in Figure 4.4. The concept is that if an instruction has a high enough mobility, then its slack is high and thus there is little chance that it can degrade the schedule if assigned to a distant cluster (the mobility is calculated as ALAP-ASAP\(^1\) as in [51]). Therefore high-mobility instructions are scheduled with the Start-Cycle heuristic. The mobility numbers are shown in the DFG of Figure 4.4 on the left side of each instruction. Instruction 'C' has mobility 1 which is higher than the threshold for Latency 1. Therefore in that case 'C' is scheduled in Cluster 1, as dictated by the Start-Cycle heuristic.

As shown in the motivating examples, LUCAS is capable of adapting to the best clustering heuristic, for the whole range of inter-cluster communication latencies. The detailed description of the LUCAS algorithm and the sub-heuristics used is presented later in Section 4.3.

### 4.2.2 Scheduling

While both UAS and CARS [72, 41] make use of a list scheduler, they have embedded the clustering decision inside the instruction scheduler in a different way.

CARS\(^2\) always honors the clustering decision and schedules only on the cluster chosen by it (see Figure 4.5.a). The clustering heuristic tags each cluster with a score and next the cluster with the best score wins (Figure 4.5.a.2 BEST CLUSTER).

On the contrary UAS [72] is more aggressive. It tries to honor the clustering decision only at the first attempt, but if it fails to issue the instruction on the specified cluster, it will try other clusters as well (Figure 4.5.b). Therefore the cluster with the best score does not always win (Figure 4.5.b.3). The ordering of the clusters is decided by the clustering heuristic, so clusters with high score are tried first. This is an aggressive technique that might work on low inter-cluster latencies but performs poorly on higher latencies. As shown in Section 4.5, this method has no major impact on performance even for low inter-cluster latencies when combined with either the Start-Cycle heuristic of Algorithm 2.2 or the original Completion-weighted Predecessor (CWP) [72] as its aggressiveness is overshadowed by that of the aggressive heuristic.

LUCAS aims at performing best on the whole range of inter-cluster latencies. Therefore it honors the clustering decision made by the heuristic (similarly to CARS)

---

\(^1\)ALAP (As Late As Possible) is the latest possible scheduling cycle such that a valid schedule that completes without causing a longer schedule than the one obtained with infinite resources. ASAP (As Soon As Possible) is the earliest scheduling cycle. For more information see Section 2.2.

\(^2\)CARS also performs register allocation, which is not shown.
### LUCAS Cycle–Congestion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter–cluster communication latency</th>
<th>Latency: 1c</th>
<th>Latency: 2c</th>
<th>Latency: 3c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL0</td>
<td>CL1</td>
<td>CL0</td>
<td>CL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.3:** Motivating example 1. Schedules for the instructions in the Data Flow Graph (DFG) (a) on a 2-cluster 2-issue clustered architecture, for the Start-Cycle, Completion-Cycle and LUCAS-Cycle-Congestion clustering heuristics. The inter-cluster delay ranges from 1 to 3 cycles.
4.2. Motivation

Figure 4.4: Motivating example 2. Schedules for the instructions in the Data Flow Graph (DFG) (a) on a 2-cluster 2-issue clustered architecture, for the Start-Cycle, Completion-Cycle and LUCAS-Mobility clustering heuristics. The inter-cluster delay ranges from 1 to 3 cycles. Each node in the DFG is tagged with its mobility number.
Figure 4.5: The two variants of embedding the clustering heuristic into the instruction scheduler. The numbers denote the order of execution of each step.

as in Figure 4.5.a.

4.3 LUCAS

4.3.1 Algorithm

The proposed Latency-aware Unified Cluster-Assignment and instruction Scheduling algorithm addresses the shortcomings of the existing algorithms (discussed in Section 4.2).

LUCAS is a list-scheduling-based algorithm that performs cluster assignment and instruction scheduling simultaneously. The novelty lies in the clustering heuristic. The algorithm is listed in Algorithm 4.1. A high-level view of the structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5.a.

In detail, LUCAS performs the following actions:

1. It assigns a priority number to all instruction nodes of the DFG (Algorithm 4.1 line 4) using a priority function (for example the instruction height in the DFG).
2. It updates the ready list with instructions ready to be issued on the current cycle (line 7).

3. It sorts the ready list based on the node priorities of step 1 (line 8).

4. Before scheduling the instruction under consideration the algorithm makes sure its mobility is up to date: If any of its immediate data-flow predecessors has been placed on a distant cluster, then update the current instruction’s mobility (decrement it by the inter-cluster delay (ICD)) (line 10). The intuition behind this is that the ICD consumes some of its ability to move freely.

5. Then the algorithm determines the best_cl (best cluster) by evaluating the heuristic for each candidate cluster and choosing the best among those (Algorithm 4.1 line 22). The get_best_cluster() function (lines 22 - 32) incorporates the adaptive heuristic.

6. Then the algorithm tries to schedule the instruction only if it meets the Start-Cycle constraint (which includes both dependence and clustering-related structural constraints) (Algorithm 4.1 line 12).

7. If all processor structural constraints allow scheduling the instruction at the current cycle on best_cl (Algorithm 4.1 line 13), then we can proceed.

8. If the required Inter-Cluster Copies (ICCs) can be emitted on the inter-cluster network (that is if the network is not fully occupied) (line 14), then it emits the ICCs and register renames the instructions that use the register brought in by the ICCs (line 15) and it finally cluster-assigns and issues the instruction on best_cl (lines 16 and 17).

9. Repeat steps 5 to 9, by selecting the highest priority node until the ready list is empty (line 9).

10. Finally repeat steps 2 to 10 until all instructions are scheduled (Algorithm 4.1 line 6).

The LUCAS heuristic is a hybrid Start-Cycle / Completion-Cycle heuristic. It decides per instruction which of the two to use based on two metrics:

1. The cycle congestion (Algorithm 4.1 line 37). This is a binary metric. It returns true if there are too many instructions to schedule on the current cycle. That is
Algorithm 4.1: LUCAS: Latency-adaptive Clustering and Scheduling.

1 /* LUCAS Scheduling. In1: DFG, Out: Clustered Schedule */
2 lucas_schedule_and_cluster (DFG)
3 {
4 Calculate DFG node priorities (e.g., node height from roots)
5 CYCLE = 0
6 while (exist unscheduled instructions)
7      Fill in READY_LIST []
8      sort READY_LIST [] based on priority
9      for INSTR in prioritized READY_LIST []
10         Update MOBILITY (INSTR) if required
11         BEST_CL = get_best_cluster (INSTR, CYCLE)
12         if (start_cycle (INSTR, BEST_CL) <= CYCLE)
13            if (can issue INSTR on CYCLE)
14               if (can schedule Inter-Cluster Copies)
15                  Emit ICCs and register rename INSTR
16                  INSTR.cluster = BEST_CL
17                  Issue (INSTR, CYCLE, BEST_CL)
18            CYCLE ++
19       }

21 /* In1: Instruction, In2: Sched. cycle, Out: best cluster */
22 get_best_cluster (INSN, CYCLE)
23 {
24      for CLUSTER in all clusters
25         HEURISTIC [CLUSTER] = lucas (INSN, CLUSTER)
26      /* Find best cluster: MIN_CL */
27      MIN_CL = 0
28      for CLI in clusters
29         if (HEURISTIC[CLI] < heuristic[MIN_CL])
30            MIN_CL = CLI
31      return MIN_CL
32  }
33
34 /* Return the heuristic score INSN on CLUSTER */
35 lucas (INSN, CLUSTER)
36 {
37   HIGH_CONGESTION = (number of ready instructions > IWPC × ICD)
38   HIGH_MOBILITY = (MOBILITY (INSN) > IWPC×2×(ICD-1))
39   if (HIGH_CONGESTION OR HIGH_MOBILITY)
40      return start_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER)
41   else
42      return completion_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER)
43  }
if the number of instructions that are ready on the current cycle are greater than the congestion threshold. The threshold reflects both the issue resources of a cluster and the inter-cluster penalty. It is computed as the product: Issue-Width Per Cluster (IWPC) times the Inter-Cluster Delay (ICD). This can be visualized as the 2D volume of a 2D bucket IWPC wide and ICD tall (Figure 4.6).

2. The mobility of the instruction (Algorithm 4.1 line 38). The mobility is calculated as ALAP-ASAP values in the Data-Flow-Graph [51] (see definition of mobility in Section 2.2). A high mobility value suggests that there is enough slack in the schedule for the instruction to be executed later without guaranteed performance degradation of the schedule. The mobility threshold corresponds to the inter-cluster round-trip time, which is an intuitive threshold for the mobility value; if the round-trip time is longer than the available mobility, then we should be conservative in the clustering decision.

The actual algorithm for the LUCAS heuristic is listed in Algorithm 4.1 in `get_best_cluster()` function. It works as follows:

- At first each candidate cluster is tagged with the heuristic value (Algorithm 4.1 line 24). This uses the `lucas()` function (Algorithm 4.1 line 35).

- The LUCAS heuristic checks the two metrics (cycle congestion and instruction mobility sub-heuristics) (lines 37 and 38) for the instruction to be scheduled and decides on the heuristic to be used for the clustering decision (line 39). This is the core of the LUCAS heuristic. The metrics decide whether the aggressive Start-Cycle heuristic (line 40) or the more conservative Completion-Cycle heuristic is used (line 42).
Finally, the algorithm does a linear search over all clusters to find the cluster with the minimum heuristic value (line 28) (as shown in Figure 4.5.a.2). Once found, the cluster that corresponds to the minimum value of the heuristic is returned as the best cluster (line 31).

### 4.3.2 Algorithmic Complexity

In this section the algorithmic complexity of LUCAS is calculated. We do that by examining the algorithm (Algorithms 4.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Let’s consider an input DFG of \( N \) nodes. The LUCAS Scheduling algorithm has 2 visible levels of nested loops (the 3rd is in the Start-Cycle calculation):

1. The outer loop iterates until all instructions in the DFG are scheduled. In each iteration a single cycle gets scheduled. If on average \( S \) (with \( S \leq \text{issue width} \)) instructions get scheduled, then this loop iterates \( N/S \) times. On each iteration of this loop, the ready list is sorted using quicksort. Given an average ready list size of \( R \), this usually costs \( R \times \log R \) and \( R^2 \) in the worst case.

2. The middle loop iterates until all instructions in the ready list are examined for scheduling. Therefore it iterates \( R \) times. The best cluster is found by \texttt{get\_best\_cluster()} . This iterates once over all clusters and sets the Start-Cycles. The function \texttt{get\_best\_cluster()} (Algorithm 4.1 line 22) iterates over all clusters (\( C \) times) and each time it calculates either the Start-Cycle or the Completion-Cycle heuristic. Both Start-Cycle and Completion-Cycle heuristics iterate over all data-flow immediate predecessors of the instruction to be scheduled and gets calculated once for each cluster. If \( P \) is the number of data-flow immediate predecessors, then this costs \( CP \).

The complexity of LUCAS Scheduling is computed as:

- \( N/S \times R \times (\log R + CP) \) in the usual case
- \( N/S \times R \times (R + CP) \) in the worst case

In all practical cases all \( S, R, P \) and \( C \) are small constants with typical values: \( S = 2, R \leq 10, P \leq 10 \) and \( C = 4 \). This is an \( O(N) \) complexity. The worst-case scenario involves \( S = 1 \) and \( R = N, P = N \) which leads to complexity \( O(N^3) \).

UAS has a similar 3-nested loop structure and exhibits similar run-time with some minor differences in some constant-time calculations in the loops. For all practical
4.4 Experimental Setup

4.4.1 Architecture

The target architecture is an IA64 (Itanium2) ISA based statically scheduled clustered VLIW architecture. The architecture is configured to have 4 clusters with an issue-width of 4 or 8 (1 or 2 issue per cluster).

![Cluster Diagram](image)

Figure 4.7: The fully-connected point-to-point interconnect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor: IA64 based clustered VLIW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue Width:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Latencies:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register File:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Cluster Delay:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Cluster Bus Bandwidth:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Prediction:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache: Levels 3 (same as Itanium2 [63])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (Bytes):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block size (Bytes):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associativity:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (cycles):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Processor configuration.

In all cases, the UAS is $O(N)$ and in the worst-case it is $O(N^3)$. Therefore both schedulers have similar complexity.
The inter-cluster communication bandwidth is infinite\(^3\), meaning that there is no limit in the count of the simultaneous inter-cluster communication. Thus our results have no noise from any inter-cluster bandwidth effects.

The clusters communicate through a fully-connected point-to-point interconnect as shown in Figure 4.7. All clusters communicate with each other with equal latencies. The latency is adjustable and in our experiments it ranges from 1 to 4 cycles.

The architecture configuration is summarized in Table 4.1.

### 4.4.2 Compiler

We implemented both UAS [72] and the proposed (LUCAS) unified clustering and scheduling algorithms along with all clustering heuristics (see below) in the instruction scheduling pass of GCC-4.5.0 [1] cross compiler with Itanium ([87]) as the target ISA (IA64). As shown in Figure 4.8 the instruction scheduler (with the clustering built-in) runs before register allocation.

The implementation of the scheduler enables us to easily swap the clustering heuristics while the rest of the instruction scheduling pass remains unchanged. The heuristic is one of the following: i) Start-Cycle ([72]), ii) Completion-Cycle ([27]), iii) Critical-Successor ([96]) or iv) LUCAS (the proposed one).

### 4.4.3 Evaluation

We evaluated LUCAS on the 4-cluster architecture described in Section 4.4.1 configured as a 4-issue and an 8-issue machine. We compare the LUCAS clustering heuristic controlled by all switching heuristics (Congestion LUCAS-C, Mobility LUCAS-M and both LUCAS-C-M) against the state-of-the-art Start-Cycle (SC) and Completion-Cycle (CC) as well as the recently proposed Critical-Successor (CS) clustering heuris-

---

\(^3\)This means that the condition in Algorithm 4.1 line 14 is always true.
tic. All of the above are implemented on the same scheduling algorithm that LUCAS is based on, as explained in Section 4.3 and as shown in Figure 4.5.a. In addition we compared all these against an accurate implementation of the UAS algorithm and for completeness we compared against UAS being powered by both the SC heuristic but also by the Completion Weighted Predecessor (CWP) heuristic, which is the heuristic proposed in [72]. These two algorithms look like the one shown in Figure 4.5.b. The algorithms and heuristics compared are summarized in Table 4.2.

We evaluated LUCAS against the existing state-of-the-art heuristics on 6 of the Mediabench II video [34] benchmarks. All benchmarks were compiled with -O2 optimizations enabled. Each benchmark is compiled several times, once with each clustering heuristic enabled, and each binary is then executed on our modified ski simulator [2], configured as discussed in Section 4.4.1.

### 4.5 Results and Analysis

We have two kinds of results: i) Performance results (normalized to the Start-Cycle for delay 1), shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, which show that LUCAS meets its performance goals for both 4-issue and 8-issue architectures with 4 clusters. ii) Instruction distribution measurements (Figures 4.11 and 4.12) that provide important insights into the workings of the heuristics. The LUCAS heuristic comes in three flavors: LUCAS-C which is based only on the Congestion switching heuristic, LUCAS-M which is
based only on the Mobility switching heuristic and LUCAS-C-M which is the full version with both Congestion and Mobility enabled. This is a useful breakdown that lets us better understand the effects of each part individually.

### 4.5.1 Performance

The performance results of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the normalized cycle count of each benchmark under a range of inter-cluster latencies (1 to 4 cycles). The GMean (geometric mean) summarizes all latencies.

The first thing that stands out is the non-scalability of the UAS-CWP [72], the UAS-SC, the Start-Cycle (SC) ([27], Algorithm 2.2) and Critical-Successor (CS) [96] heuristics. The performance degradation increases almost linearly with the delay, at an average rate of about 25% per cycle of inter-cluster delay for the 4-issue,4-cluster case, as seen in Figure 4.9. This is caused by the aggressiveness of the clustering heuristic, which spreads instructions on distant clusters, disregarding the cost of communicating the results back after they have been computed. The Critical-Successor heuristic is partly based on the Start-Cycle, which contributes to its non-scalability.

The performance of both UAS schemes is very close to that of the Start-Cycle scheme. As already explained in Section 4.2.2, the UAS-CWP scheme is very similar to SC, within 1% on average for the 4-issue case and within 2% for the 8-issue case. The CWP heuristic usually leads to the same decision as the Start-Cycle clustering heuristic. UAS (in both UAS-CWP and UAS-SC) may ignore the decision of the clustering heuristic if it cannot schedule on the chosen cluster due to resource constraints (see Figure 4.5.a). This is a greedy gamble as the scheduler tries to assign an instruction to any cluster possible, even if this means ignoring the primary decision of the clustering heuristic. This does not happen in the unified clustering and scheduling algorithm that we propose (Figure 4.5.b). In our approach, the primary decision of the clustering heuristic is honored by the scheduler. The CC, SC, CS and LUCAS heuristics follow this second approach.

The Completion-Cycle heuristic (Algorithm 2.3) keeps performance at a reasonable level. The reason is that the heuristic is conservative. It only issues an instruction on a distant cluster if it can prove that it is beneficial even in case it needs to send the data back. Therefore, if the inter-cluster latency is high, usually the round-trip latency is too expensive and the Completion-Cycle heuristic will keep the instructions on the same cluster. This however proves to be inadequate for low inter-cluster latencies (e.g.
Figure 4.9: Normalized cycles of the 4-issue, 4-cluster configuration for inter-cluster delay 1 to 4, normalized to Start-Cycle (SC), delay 1.
Figure 4.10: Normalized cycles of the 8-issue, 4-cluster configuration for inter-cluster delay 1 to 4, normalized to Start-Cycle (SC), delay 1.
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Figure 4.9 mpeg2dec). In the worst case the Start-Cycle heuristic outperforms the Completion-Cycle by over 40% (Figure 4.9 mpeg2dec).

The measurements of Figure 4.9 show that while the Completion-Cycle heuristic is better at high inter-cluster delays (e.g., Figure 4.9 djpeg latency 2 or more), the Start-Cycle heuristic usually works best at low inter-cluster delays. That is when being aggressive at spreading the instructions across clusters as much as possible proves a better choice than being conservative. This is the main motivation behind LUCAS. If both of these approaches are combined, then we can get a clustering heuristic that performs well across all inter-cluster delays. This assumption is confirmed by the LUCAS results of Figure 4.9.

The intersection point where the Start-Cycle heuristic overtakes the Completion-Cycle heuristic is not fixed. It is can be between delay 1 and 2 (e.g., Figure 4.9 djpeg) or between delay 2 and 3 (e.g., Figure 4.9 cjpeg). Therefore selecting the right heuristic cannot be based on some fixed static value. LUCAS performs an effective switching between Start-Cycle and Completion-Cycle with the help of two metrics: the cycle congestion and the instruction mobility.

LUCAS does not only adapt to the best heuristic, but it also quite often outperforms both heuristics (e.g., Figure 4.9 mpeg2dec d3,d4, h263enc d2,d3,d4 and Figure 4.10 mpeg2dec d1, h263dec d1). This is intuitive because LUCAS performs a fine-grain switching between the Start-Cycle and Completion-Cycle heuristic at the instruction level. Thus, it can select the best heuristic at a fine granularity, when it is needed, which is better in the long run than selecting one of the two for the duration of the entire program.

The two sub-heuristics that form LUCAS, Congestion (C) and Mobility (M), do work together and when combined (logical OR, Algorithm 4.1 line 39) usually lead to better overall performance. The gains from applying the Mobility heuristic on top of the Congestion one are up to 9% (Figure 4.9 mpeg2enc d3). In a few cases, however, performance decreases (3.5% in the worst case). The reason behind the behavior is that under high inter-cluster delays, any further aggressiveness (introduced by the logical OR-ing of the heuristics), is usually detrimental.

Overall, in most cases LUCAS performs very closely to the best heuristic or better (e.g., cjpeg). There are some outliers though. The mpeg2enc stands out from the rest, as for both the 4-issue and 8-issue setups LUCAS cannot keep up with the best for high inter-cluster delays, although it is still much better than UAS-CWP, UAS-SC, SC and CS. In case of the 4-issue machine, the differences are great, but on the 8-issue
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machine, where the performance penalties get amplified, this effect is more evident. The mpeg2enc, 8-issue case is notable as it is the only one that is strongly biased against the Start-Cycle heuristic even for delay 1. Therefore, any attempt to spread the instructions to distant clusters will lead to a slowdown. In most other cases if LUCAS performs worse than the best performing heuristic it performs marginally worse (e.g. Figure 4.10 djpeg d2,d3).

4.5.2 Instruction Distribution

To provide more insights into the internals of the clustering heuristics, including LUCAS, we show the distribution of the program instructions across clusters for all heuristics and for both machine types (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). Each of the stacked bar shows the breakdown of the instructions on each cluster (each cluster is represented by a color). Each heuristic corresponds to 4 stacked bars, one for each inter-cluster delay (ranging from 1 to 4). We observe that:

1. On the 4-issue machine (Figure 4.11), about 60% of the code is executed on the first cluster, and the rest of it is spread across the rest for inter-cluster delay of 1. The further away from cluster 0, the fewer the instructions. The second cluster (cl1) usually contains about 25% of the instructions, the third cluster (cl2) about 10% and the last one contains about 5%. This behavior is intuitive as any inter-cluster communication has an extra overhead, forcing the scheduler to be reluctant on spreading the instructions across clusters, doing so only when absolutely necessary. This effect gets amplified on the 8-issue machine (Figure 4.12), where there is usually little need for extra issue slots on other clusters. This is why, on this configuration there are even more instructions (> 80% in some cases) in cluster 0 and fewer in the rest. It is worth noting that the first cluster (cl0) is of no particular significance as the architecture is a symmetric one, as shown in Figure 4.7.

2. The fundamental difference of the heuristics can be observed as we increase the inter-cluster delay. The aggressive heuristics (UAS, SC and CS) do not seem to adjust to the increase in the inter-cluster delay. Instead of being more conservative in scheduling across clusters, they seem to become even more aggressive (the instructions on cl0 decrease as the delay increases). On the other hand the conservative CC heuristic behaves in the opposite way. As the inter-cluster delay increases, it tries to keep more instructions within cl0. The LUCAS heuristic
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of instructions on each cluster, for all clustering heuristics and for delays ranging from 1 to 4. This is for the 4-issue 4-cluster machine.
Figure 4.12: Distribution of instructions on each cluster, for all clustering heuristics and for delay ranging from 1 to 4. This is for the 8-issue 4-cluster machine and just for the mpeg2 benchmarks.
(LUCAS-C-M in particular), bridges the gap between these two opposite strategies. For small inter-cluster delays it behaves almost like the aggressive heuristics, but as the inter-cluster delay increases, it behaves as the conservative one.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposes LUCAS, a new unified cluster assignment and instruction scheduling algorithm for clustered VLIW processors, that is powered by a novel hybrid clustering heuristic. LUCAS outperforms the state-of-the-art as it is capable of switching between two heuristics, the aggressive Start-Cycle and the conservative Completion-Cycle at a very fine granularity. The switching is controlled by two metrics, the cycle congestion and the instruction mobility. The end result is a scheduler that generates code that performs best across a wide range of inter-cluster latencies.
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CAeSaR: unified Cluster-Assignment
Scheduling and communication Reuse
for clustered VLIW

This chapter presents CAeSaR, a novel instruction scheduling algorithm that performs clustered-VLIW specific communication reuse within instruction scheduling. Reusing the values communicated across clusters saves inter-cluster bandwidth and limits the requirements for additional inter-cluster buses and Inter-Cluster Copy (ICC) units. The existing state-of-the-art schedulers do not optimize away the redundant inter-cluster communication. This has an important effect on architectures with limited inter-cluster communication bandwidth, or in architectures with limited issue slots, like the ones shown in Figure 2.8.b. CAeSaR is shown to outperform the existing state-of-the-art in a wide range of benchmarks.

5.1 Introduction

Clustered VLIWs rely on the compiler to orchestrate the communication between clusters, using explicit Inter-Cluster Copy instructions (ICCs). In such machines, it is up to the code generator to optimize the schedule and the communication. Examples of such architectures are the RAW processor [90] (with explicit send/receive instructions instead of our bi-directional ICCs) and the HP/ST architecture [28].

Internally these machines are designed in such a way that the instructions of each cluster can only access the local register file. Whenever some data is needed from a distant register file, an ICC instruction has to be issued to bring the data in. This is a
Figure 5.1: A 4-cluster 4-issue clustered VLIW architecture (a). The instruction schedule in (b) corresponds to the code in (c).

good design decision for two reasons:

i) Converting an architecture into a clustered one requires only a small ISA change for adding the ICC instruction.

ii) Scaling up the clustered design requires no major re-design of the ISA, apart from the ICCs that need to access a larger register space.

A design with no ICCs would require that instructions have access to all remote registers. This would have the drawback that converting a non-clustered processor to a clustered one would require a significant ISA change affecting all instructions with a register addressing mode, since more register address bits would be required per instruction for accessing the remote register files. Moreover, scaling up to more clusters would require a modification of similar magnitude since the total count of addressable registers would increase. The ICC architecture, on the other hand, only requires changes on the ICC instructions themselves. Therefore the clustered design with ICCs is preferred.

An example of a clustered machine is shown in Figure 4.1. It is composed of 4 clusters, each with a register file of 32 GP registers (the Floating Point (FP) and Predicate (PR) register files are not shown) and one issue slot capable of executing Arithmetic (ALU), Load/Store (L/S), Floating Point (FPU) and Inter-Cluster Copy (ICC) instructions.
The code sequence of Figure 5.1.c will run on the clustered machine as in Figure 5.1.b. The ADD instruction \( r2=r1+r33 \) is assigned to cluster0, therefore it can not access register r33 that belongs to cluster1. It therefore has to be modified to \( r2=r1+r3 \), where r3 is local to cluster0. The data is transferred from cluster1 to cluster0 by the ICC \( r3=r33 \), which is the only instruction capable of accessing registers belonging to different clusters. Any inter-cluster communication is associated with an inter-cluster latency, that of the latency of the ICC instruction.

It might seem that clustered architectures have an additional overhead compared to their non-clustered counterparts: that of the inter-cluster delay. In reality there is an advantage. The clustered design, with the explicit inter-cluster delays, lets the clustered architecture operate at higher frequencies within a cluster compared to monolithic non-clustered designs [92].

Code generation for clustered architectures differs from the traditional one for non-clustered machines. It requires an additional cluster assignment pass that decides on the cluster that each instruction will be executed at. The difference is shown in Figure 5.3.a and Figure 5.3.b. Cluster assignment tags each instruction with a cluster number tag. The cluster assignment algorithm decides on the clusters by querying a clustering heuristic. The heuristic often makes its decision by taking into account the inter-cluster communication latencies and the hardware resources. Chapter 4 compared several existing clustering heuristics (e.g., Start-Cycle) and introduced a new one (LUCAS). After each cluster is tagged with a cluster number, the instruction sequence gets scheduled by the instruction scheduler.

ICC instructions are required for correct execution. They are inserted by the instruction scheduling pass and are placed before each instruction that belongs to one cluster but reads a register from a different cluster. The ICC transfers the remote register value to a local register and then the instruction using the value is modified to use the local register instead of the remote one.

The challenge for the code generator is to optimally balance communication and computation since ICC instructions compete with other regular instructions for the same resources (issue slots). It is this harder resource allocation problem, not present in the non-clustered VLIWs, that existing code-generation schemes are not designed to handle effectively.

In Chapter 4 this scheduling problem of ICCs competing with original instructions for the resources did not exist. The reason is that similarly to most existing works, the target architecture had separate issue slots for the ICC instructions (as in Figure 5.2.a).
A less wasteful design uses the same issue slots for both regular instructions and ICCs (Figure 5.2.b). This hardware-efficient design is considered in this chapter. Smarter code generation techniques compensate for this lack of dedicate hardware slots for the ICCs.

Optimized code generation for such clustered architectures requires that ICC instructions be optimized away whenever possible. This can be done by re-using the data brought in by past ICCs instead of bringing them again multiple times. We refer to this optimization as Communication Reuse or ICC-reuse. This is a critical optimization for a clustered architecture where the inter-cluster communication is a critical resource. None of the existing approaches reuse ICCs.

In our evaluation of CAeSaR we show that clustered architectures require an improved instruction scheduling algorithm that unifies all clustering, scheduling and ICC-reuse. The reason why all these phases should be unified is that otherwise a phase-ordering problem exists that leads to sub-optimal solutions:

- If clustering is done separately from instruction scheduling then many ICCs may be generated at scheduling time that will harm performance. This has been shown in [72]. Therefore, a unified clustering + scheduling pass is required (Figure 5.3.c). This unified approach was followed in Chapter 4.

- If the unified scheduling+clustering is done separately from the communication reuse (ICC-reuse) (Figure 5.3.d) then the clustering+scheduling decisions will be based on the assumption that all ICCs exist in the schedule, which will not hold
after the ICCs get reused. This can lead to bad clustering/scheduling decisions. A unified clustering + scheduling + ICC-reuse algorithm, however, will provide the best solution (Figure 5.3.e).

CAeSaR is a unified instruction scheduling algorithm, that improves code-generation for clustered architectures where inter-cluster communication is a critical resource. Our contributions with CAeSaR are:

- Identification and quantification of ICC overhead.
- Introduction of the first unified instruction scheduler for clustered VLIW processors that performs all clustering, scheduling and communication minimization in a single algorithm.
- A detailed comparison against the state-of-the art across a wide range of benchmarks and showing that the proposed approach performs better.

## 5.2 Motivation

Existing code generation schemes do not optimize the inter-cluster communication. In the motivating example that follows, we show the shortcomings of the existing state-of-the-art and how we improve it with the CAeSaR algorithm.

The example is based on the Data Flow Graph (DFG) of Figure 5.4.f mapped on both a monolithic non-clustered (Figure 5.4.a) and clustered (Figure 5.4.b-e) architecture. The example shows the schedules for both architectures. The non-clustered one is shown as a reference. The example focuses mainly on the schedules for the clustered architecture generated by i) a naive decoupled scheduler (Figure 5.4.b), ii) the state-of-the-art (Figure 5.4.c) UAS [72] and iii) the proposed CAeSaR scheduler (Figure 5.4.e). Figure 5.4.d is an intermediate step between the state-of-the-art and CAeSaR which helps us get more insights on the workings of CAeSaR. The architecture of the example is a dual-issue dual-clustered (that is single-issue per cluster) architecture with a single cycle inter-cluster delay, meaning that the earliest a dependent instruction can execute on the remote cluster is \( \text{current cycle} + 2 \). The Data Flow Graph of Figure 5.4.f contains both True and False dependencies. The False ones do not imply any data communication to their immediate successors, they just denote an ordering. To help visualize the compilation process for each of these schedules, Figure 5.3 shows the compilation passes involved in each case.
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Figure 5.3: The various compilation pipelines.
Figure 5.4: Instruction schedules for the Data Flow Graph (DFG) in (f), based on various scheduling algorithms. The first one (a) is on a monolithic non-clustered VLIW architecture. The rest are on a clustered architecture: (b) Decoupled Cluster Assignment and Scheduling, (c) Unified Assignment and Scheduling (UAS), (d) UAS + ICC-reuse optimization, (e) CAeSaR (proposed).
In what follows we introduce each optimization individually and we discuss its impact on the instruction schedule (Figure 5.4).

i. The first schedule in Figure 5.4.a is the schedule obtained on a non-clustered (monolithic) VLIW architecture by applying instruction scheduling (Figure 5.3.a). This schedule is not split in clusters nor does it contain any Inter-Cluster Copy instructions (ICCs). Cycle-wise it is the shortest (fastest) since there are no inter-cluster overheads involved.

ii. From this point on we are concerned only with scheduling for the clustered architectures. The same compilation technique as in (i.) (5.3.a), if applied on a clustered architecture leads to the schedule of (Figure 5.4.b). We refer to this as the naive “Decoupled” scheme. The instructions are placed on the cluster that the clustering algorithm dictates. That is: A, B, C, D, H, E on CL0 and F, G, I, J on CL1. The scheduling pass inserts the ICCs, which occupy a lot of issue slots. Since the scheduler cannot change the clustering decision, the final schedule is full of unused slots. The need to insert ICC instructions during scheduling creates a phase-ordering issue between cluster assignment and instruction scheduling.

iii. Unifying the cluster assignment and the instruction scheduling (UAS [72], Figure 5.3.c and Figure 5.4.c) solves this phase-ordering problem. The clustering decision is now made while the code and the ICC instructions get scheduled. UAS decides on the cluster that an instruction will be scheduled at by taking into account the issue slot occupancy of the ICCs in each case. The decision that UAS makes is a much more informed one than of the previous decoupled approach. The resulting schedule is shown in Figure 5.4.c. This is the current state-of-the-art.

iv. What is still missing from UAS is the reuse of data already communicated to a cluster. This is possible in clustered VLIW architectures because each cluster contains a local Register File. Figure 5.4.d shows that two ICC instructions are in place, even though both instructions F and H read the same value from A. This is where the ICC-reuse pass takes action (Figure 5.3.d and Figure 5.4.d). It removes the redundant ICCs while making sure that H gets its data from the already transmitted value. The resulting schedule has fewer ICCs, but its size is still the same as that of UAS (iii.). This step is an intermediate one.

v. CAeSaR (Figure 5.3.e and Figure 5.4.e) integrates the ICC-reuse optimization into a unified clustering, scheduling and communication reuse algorithm. The unified approach makes more informed decisions on clustering and scheduling as it is aware that not only ICC instructions are required but also that they can be optimized
away. This removes the phase ordering issue between UAS (that is unified clustering + scheduling with ICC-insertion) and the ICC-reuse pass. CAeSaR is therefore free of any phase ordering issues in all clustering, scheduling with ICC-insertion and ICC-reuse. As shown in Figure 5.4.e, CAeSaR makes an ICC-reuse-aware decision for instruction G, which gets scheduled on CL1 instead of CL0. This leads to more compact schedules than UAS, or UAS+ICC-reuse.

5.3 CAeSaR

5.3.1 High Level Overview

The CAeSaR scheduling algorithm unifies cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and communication reuse in a single unified instruction scheduling pass. The algorithm’s structure is based on the commonly used list scheduler. In short the algorithm schedules all instructions in a single traversal of the DFG. It fills in the scheduling slots cycle-by-cycle. Once a cycle is scheduled it is never revisited. The code of the algorithm comprises two levels of nested loops. The outer one iterates until all instructions in the DFG are scheduled. The inner one iterates until the current scheduling cycle is either full or no other instructions are ready to be scheduled on it. The integration of cluster assignment and communication reuse is done within the innermost loop.

CAeSaR can work with various clustering heuristics, but the implementation shown makes use of the Start-Cycle heuristic [27, 41] which is among the best for clustered architectures with low inter-cluster communication delays (like the 1-cycle delay we consider), as shown in Chapter 4. Other heuristics such as the Completion-Cycle [27] or the Critical-Successor [96] or the LUCAS heuristic (Chapter 4) could also be used instead. The CAeSaR algorithm has similar structure to the UAS algorithm [72]. The clustering heuristic assigns priorities to the clusters and each of them is considered for scheduling in that order. This is an aggressive technique, similar to the one shown in Figure 4.5.

5.3.2 CAeSaR Main Body

The main body of the CAeSaR algorithm is listed in Algorithm 5.1. CAeSaR is based on list-scheduling, therefore it is composed of two nested loop levels: the outermost one that starts on Algorithm 5.1 line 8 and the innermost on line 11. CAeSaR
Algorithm 5.1: CAeSaR scheduling algorithm.

```c
/* In1: Data Flow Graph (DFG)
Out: Scheduled Code */
caesar ()
{
  Calculate DFG node priorities (e.g., node height from roots)
  /* While there are instructions unscheduled */
  CYCLE = 0
  while (instructions left to schedule)
    update READY_LIST [] with ready + deferred instructions
    sort READY_LIST [] based on priorities
    while (READY_LIST [] not empty)
      INSN = the highest priority of READY_LIST []
      LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[] = valid clusters for INSN on CYCLE
      Sort LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[] by start_cycle()
      while (unvisited clusters in LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[])
        BEST_CLUSTER = first not visited LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[]
        /* Try scheduling INSN on best cluster */
        if (INSN can be scheduled on BEST_CLUSTER at CYCLE)
          ICC_LIST [] = compute_ICCs (INSN, BEST_CLUSTER)
          if (ICC_LIST [] != NULL)
            Try placing ICCs of ICC_LIST [] before CYCLE
            if (failed)
              Tag BEST_CLUSTER as visited
              continue /* next cluster */
          Schedule ICCs in ICC_LIST []
          Tag INSN to be renamed with ICC destination reg
          if (INSN requires reg renaming)
            INSN = register renamed INSN
          Schedule INSN
          Remove INSN from READY_LIST []
          /* If scheduling failed defer to CYCLE+1 */
          if (INSN unscheduled)
            remove INSN from READY_LIST [] and reinsert it at CYCLE+1
          /* READY_LIST [] is empty */
          CYCLE ++
    }
}```
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has a third innermost nested loop (line 15) which iterates over all possible clusters to select the best one to schedule an instruction.

The outer loop (first) updates the ready list (line 9) with any new ready instructions from the DFG or any deferred instructions from a previous scheduling step. The ready list is then sorted based on priority (line 10), which is usually the height of the instruction node in the DFG.

The inner loop (second) (line 11) tries to fill up the current scheduling cycles with as many instructions as possible. It first gets the highest priority instruction from the sorted ready list (line 12), then it forms a prioritized list of all clusters that INSN (INStructioN) could be scheduled at (lines 13 and 14). The sorting of the list is done with the help of the Start-Cycle (Algorithm 2.2) clustering heuristic (see Section 5.3.4).

After the list of clusters is sorted, we step into the innermost (third) loop (line 15). This loops over all clusters in the list and on each iteration selects the first unvisited cluster. This is the cluster with the highest priority according to the clustering heuristic (referred to as BEST_CLUSTER in line 16) among the clusters that are not tried out.

Once the BEST_CLUSTER is set (line 16), the algorithm will try to schedule INSN on that cluster. However, since ICCs may be required before the current instruction (line 19, Section 5.3.3), scheduling on the BEST_CLUSTER may fail due to insufficient resources. Therefore the innermost loop (line 15) keeps checking all cluster candidates until INSN (and the corresponding ICCs) get scheduled (lines 21 to 24). If an ICC is emitted or if an ICC is reused, then INSN has to be register renamed to use the register written by the ICC. In either case, INSN gets tagged with the appropriate register number (Algorithm 5.1 line 26, Algorithm 5.2 lines 13 and 18 respectively). Renaming takes place right before INSN gets scheduled (lines 27 and 28).

If INSN cannot be scheduled on any cluster, then INSN is removed from the ready list and deferred until the next cycle (lines 31 to 33). The algorithm proceeds to the next cycle when all instructions of the ready list have either been scheduled, or have been deferred to a later cycle (lines 34 and 35).

5.3.3 Compute ICCs

The function that determines the list of ICCs required by the scheduled instruction (line 19 in Algorithm 5.1) is listed in Algorithm 5.2. If we ignore reusing the ICCs, then this is done in the following steps:

1. Check all data-flow immediate predecessors of INSN (lines 6 and 7) and for
each one of them determine the register REG_W used to pass the value from the predecessor to INSN.

2. If INSN is tried on a cluster different than the predecessor’s cluster, then an ICC is required to transfer the data to the consumer’s cluster (line 9).

3. Create a new ICC instruction to copy the data across register files: REG_NEW = REG_W (where REG_NEW is a register mapped to INSN’s cluster) that transfers the value from one cluster to the other (lines 15, 16).

4. Append the newly created ICC instruction to the list of ICCs required by INSN (line 17). This is the list that is returned by this function.

5. Tag INSN to be renamed with REG_NEW when renaming is done later on (line 18). This is required so that INSN will read the value from new register, the target of the ICC.

6. Return the list of ICCs (line 21).

This approach, however, introduces many redundant ICCs. Reusing the ICCs is described in Section 5.3.5.

### 5.3.4 Clustering Heuristic

Although CAeSaR can sort its LIST_OF_CLUSTERS (Algorithm 5.1 line 14) using any clustering heuristic (as it is decoupled from the actual heuristic used), in this implementation we use the Start-Cycle heuristic [27]. This is because this heuristic works the best for clustered VLIW architectures with inter-cluster latency of 1 cycle, as shown in Chapter 4. The actual heuristic is orthogonal to our approach, since ICC reuse is supported by our framework, no matter the decision of the clustering heuristic. Therefore we can plug-in any other clustering heuristic, such as the Completion-Cycle ([27]), the Critical Successor (CS) ([96]), or LUCAS (Chapter 4).

The algorithm for the Start-Cycle heuristic is listed in Algorithm 2.2 in Chapter 2. It can be easily calculated by looping over all backward dependencies of the instruction considered and determining the earliest cycle that the instruction can get its data from its data-flow immediate predecessors if scheduled on the cluster considered.
Algorithm 5.2: Compute list of ICCs required for INSN scheduled on CLUSTER.

/* In1: Instruction INSN
Out: List of ICCs required, NULL if empty */
compute_ICCs (INSN, CLUSTER)
{
ICC_LIST [] = NULL
for all DEP flow backward dependencies of INSN
    PRO = producer of DEP
    REG_W = register written by PRO and read by INSN
    if (PRO.cluster != CLUSTER)
        /* Read ICC Reuse Data Structure */
        if (REG_W already present in CLUSTER)
            REG_OLD = register with value of REG_W on CLUSTER
            Tag INSN to be renamed with REG_OLD
            continue
        REG_NEW = new free register
        ICC = New instruction: ‘’REG_NEW = REG_W’’
        append ICC to ICC_LIST []
        Tag INSN to be renamed with REG_NEW
        /* Update ICC Reuse Data Structure */
        Record that REG_W exists in CLUSTER as REG_NEW
return ICC_LIST []
}
5.3.5 ICC Reuse

Re-using the ICCs means that if an ICC instruction has transmitted a valueA to clusterX some time in the past, then any future use of valueA in clusterX should not require an additional ICC instruction. Instead the instruction that uses valueA is modified to reuse the existing one. This is a feature unique to CAeSaR that was neglected by previous scheduling algorithms because they targeted architectures where the ICC instructions were not competing with actual program instructions for issue slots.

Reusing the ICCs impacts performance in two distinct ways:

1. It reduces the count of the instructions that get scheduled (code size reduction).

2. It creates new opportunities for more ILP.

Both of these mechanisms contribute to the performance improvements. An example of this is shown in the motivating example of Figure 5.4. Saving up a single ICC instruction (that of cycle 3 in Figure 5.4.d), not only decreases the code size (1 less ICC), but it also creates new opportunities for greater ILP: the empty slot created by re-using the ICC later gets occupied by instruction G. As will be shown here in the performance section, due to these phenomena, and particularly due to the second, a small decrease in the ICC count can have a much larger impact on performance.

Support for ICC-reuse requires some changes in the scheduling algorithm:

1. Keeping track of the ICCs that bring in data to each cluster. Map both registers of a new ICC (the source and the destination) to enable easy future reuse of the ICCs (Algorithm 5.2 line 20). This data gets stored in a dictionary structure which uses the source register as the key and the destination register as the content. We refer to it as “ICC Reuse Data Structure”. This is visualized for simplicity as a table of two columns (one for the source register and one for the destination) (Figure 5.5). For example if the ICC “Rx = Ry” is emitted, then the entry Rx→Ry is inserted into the Data Structure (see Figure 5.5).

2. Disabling the action of emitting a new ICC if data can be reused (Algorithm 5.1 line 20). This is done by querying the ICC Reuse Data Structure (Algorithm 5.2 line 11). If an entry exists for the register read by the instruction to be scheduled, then no ICC should be emitted.

3. Register renaming. Once an ICC is to be reused, then INSN has to be register renamed so that it reads the appropriate register. The register is determined in
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Figure 5.5: The Register File Coherence.

Algorithm 5.2 lines 12 and INSN is tagged with it in line 13. It later gets renamed as normally in Algorithm 5.1 line 28.

5.3.6 Register File Coherence

Keeping the distributed register files of a clustered processor coherent is required for correct execution. The problem, though a compiler-based one, is similar to the cache coherence problem in shared-memory multiprocessors. The baseline approach (UAS) issues an ICC copy whenever data from a distant cluster is required. This guarantees correctness as the value brought in is always the latest one. Problems can occur when reusing ICCs (like in CAeSaR). Reusing the data brought in by earlier ICCs could lead to using wrong data if the original cluster has updated the register with a more recent value.

To further explain the problem, we follow the example of Figure 5.5. In this example a register (Rx) is updated twice in cluster0 (instructions A and D) and used twice in cluster1 (instructions B and C), with the second update on cluster0 (instruction D) being in between the two uses in cluster1 (Figure 5.5.a instructions B and C). A non-coherent implementation is shown in Figure 5.5.b. The 2nd use on cluster1 (instruction C) reuses the data brought in to cluster1 by the existing ICC1. This is incorrect, since the Rx is updated before C by instruction D.

In CAeSaR, we solve this coherence problem in a similar way as in the write invalidate snooping cache coherence protocols. Once a register R is updated on a cluster, the entry for R on the ICC Reuse Data Structures of all other clusters are invalidated. This is shown in the example of Figure 5.5.c. Upon the second register update (instruction D: Rx=...) of cluster0, the ICC Reuse Data Structure of cluster1
invalidates the entry “Rx→Ry”. As the algorithm encounters instruction C, it realizes that it cannot reuse Ry, and therefore it has to issue a new ICC2.

The complexity of this write-invalidate approach is small. Accessing the ICC Reuse Data Structure is done in constant time, since it is an indexed access to an array. Therefore, the whole process of invalidating all entries on an N-clustered machine has a complexity of N-1, a small single-digit integer. This process runs on every instruction that updates a register, and therefore the total overhead of the Register File Coherence is linear to the program size.

5.3.7 ICC Reuse Across Scheduling Regions

CAeSaR performs ICC-reuse at the scheduling-region level (EBBs) [66]. The data brought in to a cluster by an ICC, could be reused outside the region as well. This global-reuse approach has further complications, as shown in Figure 5.6. If the scheduler moves from regionX to regionY and regionX dominates regionY (Figure 5.6.a), then it is OK to inherit reuse information from regionX to regionY. Otherwise (Figure 5.6.b) this is not allowed as it will break the program semantics. CAeSaR currently completely flushes the ICC Reuse Data Structure upon a new scheduling region and therefore does not deal with this extra complexity.

5.3.8 Complexity Analysis

This section calculates and compares the complexity of CAeSaR and UAS.

To calculate the complexity of the CAeSaR algorithm we need to examine its source code (Algorithms 5.1, 5.2 and 2.2). For the computation we consider an in-
put DFG of \(N\) nodes. The CAeSaR Scheduling algorithm has 3 levels of nested loops:

1. The outer loop iterates until all instructions in the DFG are scheduled. In each iteration a single cycle gets scheduled. If on average \(S\) (with \(S \leq \text{issuewidth}\)) instructions get scheduled, then this loop iterates \(N/S\) times. On each iteration of this loop, the ready list is sorted using quicksort. Given an average ready list size of \(R\), this usually costs \(R \times \log R\) and \(R^2\) in the worst case.

2. The middle loop iterates until all instructions in the ready list are examined for scheduling. Therefore it iterates \(R\) times. It sorts the list of clusters based on the Start-Cycle clustering heuristic. The Start-Cycle heuristic iterates over all data-flow immediate predecessors of the instruction to be scheduled and gets calculated once for each cluster. If \(P\) is the number of data-flow immediate predecessors and \(C\) is the number of clusters, then sorting the list of clusters iterates \(C\log C + CP\) in the usual case and \(C^2 + CP\) in the worst case.

3. The innermost loop iterates over all clusters in the order specified by the clustering heuristic. This loop always iterates \(C\) times (constant). On each loop iteration, \(\text{compute ICCs}\) is called, which iterates over all immediate predecessors of the instruction to be scheduled. Therefore it iterates \(CP\) times.

The complexity of CAeSaR Scheduling is computed as:

- \(N/S \times R \times (\log R + C\log C + 2CP)\) in the usual case
- \(N/S \times R \times (R + C^2 + 2CP)\) in the worst case

In all practical cases all \(S\), \(R\) and \(P\) are small constants with typical values: \(S \leq 3\), \(R \leq 10\), \(P \leq 10\). This is an \(O(N)\) complexity. The worst-case scenario involves \(S = 1\), \(R = N\) and \(P = N\) which leads to complexity \(O(N^3)\).

UAS has a similar 3-nested loop structure and exhibits similar complexity:

- \(N/S \times R \times (\log R + C\log C + 2CP)\) in the usual case
\( N/S \times R \times (R + C^2 + 2CP) \) in the worst case

For all practical cases, the complexity of UAS is \( O(N) \) and in the worst-case it is \( O(N^3) \). Therefore both schedulers have practically the same complexity. The complexities are listed in Table 5.1.

### 5.4 Experimental Setup

The target **architecture** is a clustered VLIW architecture based on the IA64 (Itanium)[63] ISA. The target architecture used for the evaluation, even though IA64-based, is a generic one, as it is not constrained by the IA64 bundles [87]. Our target architecture supports issuing any type of instruction (ALU/Load-Store/FPU/ICC) at any issue slot. The target configuration used for our measurements is shown in Table 5.2.

We implemented CAeSaR in the instruction scheduling pass (haifa-sched) of GCC-4.5.0 [1] **compiler** for IA64. CAeSaR runs just before register allocation, as shown in Figure 5.7. To evaluate CAeSaR’s performance, we measure the total size (in cycles) of the schedules generated by the compiler under CAeSaR and compare it against two state-of-the-art clustering algorithms (UAS [72] and CS [96]).

We evaluated CAeSaR on 8 of the Mediabench II video [34] **benchmarks** and 8 of the SPEC CINT2000 [3] as listed in Table 5.3. Since our compiler is a heavily modified one, we only managed to fully compile the benchmarks shown. All benchmarks were compiled with several optimizations enabled (-O2).
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Target Architecture: IA64 based clustered VLIW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue width:</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr. Types per issue slot:</td>
<td>ALU, L/S, FPU, ICCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusters:</td>
<td>Configurable: 2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Latencies:</td>
<td>Same as Itanium2 [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Cluster Latency:</td>
<td>1 cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register File:</td>
<td>128GP, 64FP, 64PR in total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Target Architecture Configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediabench II</th>
<th>SPEC CINT2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cjpeg</td>
<td>164.gzip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>djpeg</td>
<td>175.vpr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h263enc</td>
<td>181.mcf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h263dec</td>
<td>186.crafty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpeg2enc</td>
<td>197.parser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpeg2dec</td>
<td>255.vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpg2000enc</td>
<td>256.bzip2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jpg2000dec</td>
<td>300.twolf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Benchmarks.
5.5 Results and Analysis

5.5.1 Overview

We evaluate CAeSaR by measuring several metrics that give us some vital insights. We measure:

- the ICC instruction count overhead over the original program instructions (Figure 5.8.a and Figure 5.9.a)
- the count of ICC instructions issued by each scheduler (Figure 5.8.b, Figure 5.9.b)
- the total schedule cycle count of all the scheduled regions (Figure 5.8.c, Figure 5.9.c)
- the number of original (without ICCs) instructions per cluster (Figures 5.10.a and 5.10.b)

for the two machine configurations: (4-cluster,4-issue) and (2-cluster,4-issue).

We directly compare CAeSaR against the two state-of-the-art unified cluster assignment and scheduling algorithms: (UAS) [72], and Critical-Successor (CS) [96]. We also measure the intermediate scheme: decoupled UAS + ICC reuse (as shown in Figure 5.4.d). The measurements for UAS + ICC, though less interesting from the performance perspective, provide some vital insights on the workings of CAeSaR.

5.5.2 ICC Overhead

One of the most important results is the ICC instructions overhead in the baseline case (Figure 5.8.a, Figure 5.9.a). It shows that ICC instructions are indeed a significant portion of the scheduled instructions. On average, ICCs add a 19.4% overhead on the instruction count for the 4-cluster machine and about 8.4% for the 2-cluster machine. This strongly motivates CAeSaR’s goal to decrease the number of ICCs emitted during instruction scheduling.

Figures 5.8.b and 5.9.b show the normalized number of ICCs for both hardware configurations. Although the intermediate ICC-Reuse step does save 12% and 10% of the ICCs on average for each configuration respectively, CAeSaR achieves savings of 33% and 32%.
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Figure 5.8: Measurements for the 4-cluster, 4-issue, 1-cycle inter-cluster delay VLIW machine.

.a The ICC instruction overhead. The percentage of ICCs compared to the Non-ICC (original program instructions) for UAS.

.b The count of ICC instructions per scheduler normalized to the UAS scheduler.

.c Total schedule cycles of each scheduler, normalized to UAS.
.a The ICC instruction overhead. The percentage of ICCs compared to the Non-ICC (original program instructions) for UAS.

.b The count of ICC instructions per scheduler normalized to the UAS scheduler.

c Total schedule cycles of each scheduler, normalized to UAS.

Figure 5.9: Measurements for the 2-cluster, 4-issue, 1-cycle inter-cluster delay VLIW machine.
The number of ICCs that a scheduler emits relates to the performance of the generated code. Ignoring the ICC-reuse optimization, there are two interesting opposing phenomena that affect performance: i) The more the ICCs, the more aggressive the scheduler is and the more likely it is to generate high performance code. ii) The more the ICCs, the more the overhead due to ICCs consuming issue slots. Achieving good performance requires a solution that balances between these two phenomena. In that respect UAS is more conservative as it issues fewer ICCs compared to CS. However, the performance of both schedulers is very close (Section 5.5.3).

The ICC-reuse optimization allows the schedulers to be more aggressive at scheduling instructions across clusters since there are more ICC slots available for more useful computation. These slots enable either i) more ILP as more useful ICCs can be issued, or ii) more useful computations using the free issue slots for further progressing the program state. Therefore we expect that CAeSaR, which generates fewer ICCs, will generate more compact schedules.

5.5.3 Performance

The performance of CAeSaR, UAS and CS is shown in Figure 5.8.c and Figure 5.9.c. These results show that CAeSaR generates shorter schedules than the state-of-the-art in all benchmarks. CAeSaR outperforms UAS up to 20.3% and 13.8% on average for the 4-cluster machine. The performance results for the 2-cluster machine are equally impressive with an average of 8.4% performance improvement against UAS. CS performs similarly to UAS, which is expected as i) the heuristic defaults to UAS for several cases and ii) it does not reuse ICCs either.

The two machine configurations (2-cluster and 4-cluster) have the same issue width (4-issue) and the same inter-cluster delay (1-cycle). However, due to the fact that the 2-cluster machine can accommodate 8 execution units (2×ALU, 2×L/S, 2×FP, 2×ICC, twice as many as the 4-cluster machine) in each cluster, most general purpose applications fit nicely in a single cluster and therefore the distant cluster is under-utilized. Therefore the ICCs present in the schedule for that machine are fewer (Figure 5.9.a vs Figure 5.8.a) and therefore the performance improvements CAeSaR can accomplish by ICC-reuse are smaller. It is up to the hardware designer to decide on the trade-off between issue per cluster and the operating frequency.
Figure 5.10: Distribution of original instructions across clusters for both 4-cluster and 2-cluster machines.
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5.5.4 Phase-ordering

UAS is ICC-aware, meaning that the algorithm considers the communication as scheduled resources. But UAS is not ICC-reuse aware, meaning that it cannot calculate the communication reuse while scheduling. Therefore, when we combine the stages UAS + ICC-reuse, we end up with a sub-optimal solution: UAS will be conservative at distributing instructions across clusters because of the inter-cluster cost associated with each communication even though at the following stage ICC-reuse will remove some of the communication instructions, freeing up some slots. The end result is a sub-optimal schedule containing some empty slots (those that were reused, like in Figure 5.4.d CL1,cycle3), which could have been used for other useful instructions, or other useful communication.

This is exactly the problem that CAeSaR solves by unifying all scheduling, clustering and communication minimization into a single algorithm. In contrast to UAS, CAeSaR is more effective at distributing instructions across clusters (Figures 5.10.a and 5.10.b), as long as this leads to better performance. CAeSaR can calculate the communication cost (including the communication reuse) more accurately than UAS. The ILP richer code, that the CAeSaR heuristic generates, is faster and requires less frequent inter-cluster communication. Figures 5.10.a and 5.10.b show that CAeSaR is more effective at scheduling more instructions in the less used clusters and fewer in the more busy one. This is more evident in the 4-cluster case, where the differences in the count of instructions per cluster are up to 10%. In the 2-cluster case we observe a similar pattern (but less intense), with the exception of h263enc and 256.bzip2. CAeSaR distributes instructions more effectively by making good use of the slots saved by the unified ICC-reuse mechanism.

If we examine Figure 5.8.b and Figure 5.9.b, we can observe that CAeSaR consistently reuses more ICCs compared to UAS+ICC-reuse (32.6% vs 12.1% and 32.0% vs 10.0% on average respectively). This result is a strong indication that the phase-ordering problem between clustering, scheduling and ICC-reuse is handled effectively by CAeSaR. Not only do ICCs get reused, but the clustering decision adapts as well so that even fewer ICCs are required.
5.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposes CAeSaR, a new high-performance instruction scheduling algorithm for clustered VLIW architectures. The proposed algorithm is the first to solve all three problems: i) cluster assignment, ii) instruction scheduling and iii) inter-cluster communication reuse within a single unified algorithm. CAeSaR not only minimizes the count of the Inter-Cluster Copy instructions, but it also generates more compact code. Our evaluation shows that CAeSaR generates shorter schedules than the state-of-the-art across a range of benchmarks and machine configurations.
Chapter 6

UCIFF: Unified Cluster-assignment
Instruction scheduling and Fast
Frequency selection

This chapter presents a novel algorithm for solving the problem of software DVFS control for clustered VLIW processors that allow each cluster to operate at a separate voltage and frequency point. The proposed algorithm, UCIFF, performs cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and fast frequency selection simultaneously, all in a single compiler pass. UCIFF solves the phase ordering problem between frequency selection and scheduling, present in existing algorithms.

6.1 Introduction

Traditionally, all clusters of a clustered VLIW processor operate at the same frequency and voltage. Considerable energy savings can be achieved by freeing each cluster to operate at its own frequency and voltage level. The reason for this is that the cluster utilization usually varies; some clusters are fully loaded while others are only partially loaded. It is therefore sensible to lower the frequency of the under-utilized clusters to save energy.

Existing DVFS [58] techniques for dynamically scheduled processors (e.g., [5, 12, 37, 59, 86]) rely on the dynamic scheduling hardware to guarantee correct execution. Therefore such techniques can slow down parts of the processor without harming the correctness. This, however, does not apply to clustered VLIWs, because the instructions are scheduled to execute at a very specific point in time by the schedule. Any
deviation from the timings dictated by the scheduler will most probably break the program semantics. A frequency change of a single cluster can be thought of as a code motion of the instructions executed by that cluster. This effective code motion, performed at run-time, will not respect the inter-cluster instruction dependencies, unless there are hardware interlocks to enforce the schedule semantics. Therefore the DVFS decisions have to take place during scheduling, where the scheduler can make sure that no dependencies are violated.

The existing compilation techniques for heterogeneous clustered VLIW processors follow a common strategy. Compiling for these architectures comprises of solving two distinct but highly dependent sub-problems:

1. Selecting the frequency that each cluster should operate at.
2. Performing cluster assignment and instruction scheduling for the selected frequencies (we refer to both as “scheduling” for simplicity).

There is a phase-ordering issue between these two sub-problems: i. One cannot properly select the frequencies per cluster without scheduling and evaluating the schedule. ii. One cannot perform scheduling without having decided on the frequencies.

State-of-the-art work in this field [6] treats these two sub-problems independently and solves the first before the second. At first a good set of frequencies is found by estimating the scheduling outcome for each configuration (without actually scheduling). Then scheduling is performed for this set of frequencies. We will refer to this approach as the “Decoupled” one.

The problem is that the frequency decision has a great impact on the quality of scheduling. We observed that the estimation of the scheduling outcome without performing the actual scheduling, as done in [6], can be inaccurate. Nevertheless, it is a critical compilation decision since selecting a non-optimal frequency set can lead to a schedule with poor performance, energy consumption or both.

We propose a Unified Clustering, Instruction scheduling and Fast Frequency selection (UCIFF) scheduling technique, which provides a more concrete solution to the problem by solving both sub-problems (frequency selection and scheduling) in a single algorithm thus alleviating the phase-ordering issue altogether. UCIFF targets heterogeneous clustered VLIW processors and performs cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and fast (low algorithmic complexity) frequency selection, all in a unified algorithm, as a unified scheduling pass.
6.2 Motivation

6.2.1 Homogeneous vs Heterogeneous

This section motivates the heterogeneous clustered VLIW design by demonstrating how energy can be saved without sacrificing performance in the example of Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1.a is the Data Flow Graph (DFG) to be scheduled. Figures 6.1.b and 6.1.c show the instruction schedules that correspond to this DFG on a two-cluster machine (single-issue per-cluster). Figure 6.1.b is the homogeneous design with both clusters operating at the same frequency \( f \), while Figure 6.1.c is the heterogeneous one with cluster1 operating at half the frequency of cluster0 \( f/2 \). Nevertheless both configurations have the same performance as the schedule length is 4 cycles for both. The heterogeneous can perform as well as the homogeneous because cluster1 was initially under-utilized (there was slack in part of the schedule).

Since the target architecture is a statically scheduled clustered VLIW one, it is the job of the scheduler to find the best frequency for each cluster so that the desired metric...
(Energy, EDP, ED2 or Delay) is optimized.

### 6.2.2 Phase Ordering

As already discussed, there is a phase ordering issue between frequency selection and instruction scheduling. Figure 6.2 shows a high-level view of the scheduling algorithms for a 2-cluster processor with 3 possible frequencies per cluster \((f_0, f_1, f_2)\).

The Decoupled algorithm (existing state-of-the-art based on [6]) is in Figure 6.2.a. As already mentioned, there are two distinct steps:

1. The first step selects one of the many frequency configurations as the one that should be the best for the given metric (e.g., EDP). This is based on a simple estimation (before scheduling) of the schedule time \((cycles \times T)\) and energy consumption that the code will have after scheduling. The exact calculations are described in detail in Section 6.5.

2. The second step performs scheduling on the architecture configuration selected by step 1. This includes both cluster assignment and instruction scheduling, which in an unmodified [6] are in two separate steps.

   It is obvious that if step (1) makes a wrong decision (which is very likely since the decision is based on a simple estimate), then the processor will operate at a point far from the optimal one. Therefore, step (2) will schedule the code for a non-optimal frequency configuration which will lead to a non-optimal result.

   This phase-ordering issue is dealt with by UCIFF, the proposed unified frequency selection and scheduling algorithm (Figure 6.2.b). The proposed algorithm solves the two sub-problems simultaneously and outputs a combined solution which is both the frequency configuration (that is the frequency for each cluster) and the scheduled code for this specific configuration.

### 6.3 UCIFF

The proposed Unified algorithm for Cluster assignment, Instruction scheduling and Fast Frequency selection (UCIFF) can be more easily explained if two of its main components are explained separately. That is: i. scheduling for a fixed heterogeneous processor and ii. unifying scheduling and frequency selection.
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Figure 6.2: The two-phase scheduling of the current state-of-the-art (a). The proposed unified approach (b) is free of this phase-ordering problem.
Figure 6.3: The scheduling problem of misaligned cycle boundaries for the heterogeneous processor.

6.3.1 Scheduling for fixed heterogeneous processors

An out-of-the-box scheduler for a clustered architecture can only handle the homogeneous case, where all clusters operate at the same frequency (Chapter 2). A heterogeneous architecture on the other hand, has different frequencies across clusters. This is because schedulers work in a cycle-by-cycle manner. They schedule ready instructions on free cluster resources and move to the next cycle. This cycle-by-cycle operation is inapplicable when clusters operate at different frequencies, due to the misalignment of cycle boundaries (Figure 6.3.b). The problem gets worse if cluster frequencies are not integer multiples of one another (e.g., cluster 0 operating at frequency $f$ and cluster 1 at $1.5f$).

UCIFF introduces a scheduling methodology for heterogeneous clustered architectures with arbitrary frequencies per cluster which can be applied to existing scheduling algorithms. The idea is that the scheduler operates at a higher base frequency ($f_{sched}$) such that the clock period of any cluster is an integer multiple of the clock period of the scheduler ($T_{sched}$). It works in two steps:

i. The scheduler’s base frequency $f_{sched}$ is calculated as the lowest integer common multiple of all possible frequencies of all clusters. The scheduler internally works at a cycle $T_{sched} = 1/f_{sched}$, which is always an integer multiple of the cycle that each cluster operates at. For example in Figure 6.4.b the scheduler’s base cycle is $T_{sched}$ while the cycles of cluster0 and cluster1 are $3 \times T_{sched}$ and $2 \times T_{sched}$ respectively.
ii. The instruction latencies for each cluster are increased and set to be a multiple of the original one, equal to \((T_{\text{cluster}}/T_{\text{sched}}) \times \text{OrigLatency}\). In the example of Figure 6.4, the instruction latencies for cluster0 are multiplied by 3 while the ones for cluster1 are multiplied by 2.

In this way the problem of scheduling for different frequencies per cluster is transformed to the problem of scheduling instructions of various latencies, which is a solved problem and is indeed supported by any decent scheduler.

6.3.2 Scheduling for non-fixed heterogeneous processors (UCIFF)

In contrast to the existing state-of-the-art [6], UCIFF solves the phase-ordering problem between frequency selection and scheduling. It does so by combining them into a single unified algorithm. In addition, the scheduling algorithm performs cluster assignment and instruction scheduling together (as discussed in Chapter 4) thus removing any phase ordering issues between all clustering, scheduling and frequency selection.

The UCIFF algorithm is composed of three nested layers: The driver function (Algorithm 6.1) at the outermost layer, the clustering and scheduling function (Algorithm 6.2) at the second layer and the metric calculation function (Algorithm 6.3) at the in-
nermost.

6.3.2.1 The driver

The highest level of the UCIFF algorithm (Algorithm 6.1) performs the frequency selection. It decides on a single frequency configuration for the whole scheduling region. Instead of solving the global optimization problem, of determining the optimal frequency, with a full-search over all configurations, UCIFF uses a fast hill climbing approach.

Hill climbing (e.g., [82]), in general, searches for a globally good solution by evaluating, at each point, its neighbors and by “moving” towards the best among them. Due to the nature of the problem, trying out a large number of neighbors is computationally expensive. This is because we cannot evaluate a configuration at cycle $c$ unless we schedule all instructions up to $c$. This makes probabilistic algorithms (such as simulated annealing [46]) very expensive since trying out random configurations will lead to almost the whole configuration space being scheduled to a very large extent, thus leading to a time complexity comparable to that of the full-search.

Formally, a frequency configuration is an ordered multiset of each cluster’s frequency: $\{f_a, f_b, f_c, \ldots\}$. Each of $f_a, f_b, f_c, \ldots$ is one of the $l$ valid frequency levels in the set $\{f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_{l-1}\}$. For example a valid configuration for a 2-cluster machine with 3 possible frequency levels ($f_0, f_1, f_2$) is $\{f_2, f_0\}$ (where clusters 0 and 1 operate at $f_2$ and $f_0$ frequencies respectively).

The neighbors of a configuration $c$ are the configurations which are close frequency-wise to $c$. More precisely, the configuration $\{f_{na}, f_{nb}, f_{nc}, \ldots\}$ is a UCIFF neighbor of $\{f_a, f_b, f_c, \ldots\}$ if $nx = x$ for all $x$ except one (say $y$) such that $|ny - y| < NDistance$. For example, the neighbors of $\{f_1, f_1\}$ for $NDistance = 1$ are $\{f_0, f_1\}, \{f_2, f_1\}, \{f_1, f_0\}$ and $\{f_1, f_2\}$.

In UCIFF the hill climbing search is done gradually, in steps of cycles, while the code gets scheduled for the duration of the step. After each step there is an evaluation. We refer to this step-evaluation-step approach as “gradual hill climbing” and to the act of scheduling within a step as “partial scheduling”. This makes UCIFF fast and accurate. The hill climbing search stops when all instructions of the best neighbors have been scheduled. All of the above will be further explained through the following example.

A high level example of the UCIFF algorithm for the 2-cluster machine of Figure 6.2 is illustrated in Figure 6.5. On the vertical axis there are all 9 possible frequency
configurations. The horizontal axis represents the scheduler’s cycles (of $T_{sched}$ duration). The partial schedule of each configuration is a horizontal line that starts from the vertical axis at the configuration point and grows to the right. The evaluation (every STEP instructions) is represented by the vertical gray line.

At first (Step 1) all configurations are partially scheduled for “STEP” instructions. Once partially scheduled, they are evaluated and the best configuration is found and marked as “B”. At this point the neighbors of “B” are found, according to the definition given earlier. The neighbors are marked as “N”. The neighbors (“N”) along with the best (“B”) form the active set. The configurations not in the active set are marked with a red “X”.

In Step2 the configurations in the active set get partially scheduled for another “STEP” instructions (curly red lines). They get evaluated and the best one (“B”) and its neighbors (“N”) are found.

In Step3 the active set of Step2 gets partially scheduled for another “STEP” instructions. At this point it is interesting to note that $\{f_2, f_0\}$ and $\{f_1, f_1\}$ have to be scheduled for both the 2nd and 3rd “STEP”. This is because these are both in the active set from Step3 on but they were inactive during Step2. A scheduler cannot just continue from Step3 without all the previous instructions (and therefore all previous Steps) being scheduled. Now there are no instructions left to schedule for the active
configurations, therefore the algorithm terminates. After the final evaluation, the best configuration of the active set is found (“B”, \{f_2, f_0\}). The full schedule for this configuration is returned (gold rectangle).

Note that the bar lengths are not proportional to any metric value. They just show the progress of the algorithm while instructions get scheduled.

The detailed algorithm is listed in Algorithm 6.1. The algorithm initially performs partial scheduling of all frequency configurations for “STEP” instructions (Algorithm 6.1 lines 11, 15-23). This determines the best configuration and stores it into “BFC” (Best Frequency Configuration). For the rest of the algorithm, each frequency configuration in the neighboring set of “BFC” (lines 14 and 15) gets partially scheduled for “STEP” instructions and evaluated (lines 16 and 17). The best performing of the neighbors gets stored into “BFC” (line 22). The algorithm repeats until no instructions in the neighboring set of “BFC” (a.k.a. active set) are left unscheduled (line 23). Each iteration of the algorithm decreases “STEP” by “STEPVAR” (line 20) so that re-evaluation of the schedules keeps getting more frequent. This makes the algorithm track the best configuration faster. An initial high value of “STEP” helps in finding good solutions for small basic blocks, while a small value of “STEP” makes the algorithm more agile into following the best path.

This gradual hill-climbing process accurately selects a good configuration among many without resorting to a full-search across all frequency configurations. The end result is a fully scheduled code for the selected configuration.

It is interesting to note that partial scheduling of all neighbors could be done in parallel. This could speed up the UCIFF scheduler, to reach speeds close to those of a theoretical, non-implementable algorithm that could guess the best configuration right from the start. We refer to this as the Oracle.

6.3.2.2 The Scheduling Core

At one level lower lies the core of the scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 6.2). It is a unified cluster assignment and scheduling algorithm which shares some similarities with UAS [72], but it is more close to the LUCAS algorithm (Chapter 4). It has several unique attributes:

- It operates on a heterogeneous architecture where clusters operate at different frequencies (as described in Section 6.3.1).
- It only issues an instruction to the cluster chosen by the heuristic. It does not try
Algorithm 6.1: UCIFF driver

```c
/* UCIFF: Unified Cluster assignment Instruction Scheduling and Fast Frequency selection. 
In1: METRIC_TYPE that the scheduler should optimize for. 
In2: Schedule STEP instr. before evaluating. 
In3: STEPVAR: Decrement STEP by STEPVAR upon each evaluation. 
In4: NBR: The number of neighbors per cluster. 
Out: Scheduled Code and Best Frequency Configuration. */
uciff (METRIC_TYPE, STEP, STEPVAR, NBR)
{
   do {
      if (BFC not set) /* If first run */
         NEIGHBORS_SET [] = all frequency configurations
      else /* Get the NBR closest configurations to BFC */
         NEIGHBORS_SET [] = neighbors of BFC
      for FCONF in NEIGHBORS_SET []
         /* Partially schedule the ready instructions of FCONF 
            frequency configuration for STEP instructions, 
            optimizing METRIC_TYPE */
         SCORE = cluster_and_schedule (METRIC_TYPE, STEP, FCONF)
         /* Store the score of this configuration into SCORECARD[] */
         SCORECARD [FCONF] = SCORE
      Decrement STEP by STEPVAR until 1 /* Variable steps */
      BFC = Best Freq Configuration of SCORECARD []
      Clear SCORECARD []
   } while (there are unscheduled instructions in active set)
   return BFC and scheduled code of BFC 
}
```
to issue on any other cluster if it cannot currently issue on the chosen cluster.

- It is capable of performing partial scheduling for “STEP” number of instructions.

- It can optimize for various metrics (not just Delay). This includes energy related ones: Energy, EDP, ED2.

- The Start-Cycle calculation is extended to work for heterogeneous clusters, which is done by using the correct latency of the data-flow immediate predecessors (querying LATENCY[]) (see Algorithm 6.3 line 10).

- To isolate the problem studied from other effects, we consider an architecture with infinite ICC resources.

In more detail, the algorithm is a list-scheduling based one, that operates on a ready list. The scheduler performs partial scheduling on each active frequency configuration for a small window of “STEP” instructions. Once a (configuration, cycle) pair is scheduled it is never revisited. Switching among configurations requires that the scheduler maintains a private instance of its data structures (ready list, reservation table, current cycle) for each configuration. To that end, it saves and restores the snapshot of its structures upon entry and exit (Algorithm 6.2 lines 7-11, 31). The ready list gets filled in with ready and deferred instructions (line 13). Then it gets sorted based on priority (calculated on the Data Dependence Graph) (line 14) and the highest priority one is selected for scheduling (line 16). A list of candidate clusters is created (line 17) and the best cluster is found based on the values of the metric used for scheduling (line 18). The instruction is then tried on the best cluster at the current cycle (lines 19 and 20). If successful, then its presence in the schedule is marked on the reservation table for as many cycles as its latency as specified by LATENCY [ ] array (line 21), the IPCL (Instructions Per CLuster) counts the issued instruction (line 22), and INSN gets removed from the ready list (line 23). If unsuccessful, INSN’s execution is deferred to next cycle (lines 24 to 26). We move to the next cycle only if the current ready list is empty (lines 27 to 28).

Recall that in the process studying the scheduling problem in isolation, we consider an architecture with infinite available resources for the inter-cluster communication. This means that all ICCs get assigned to their own unique issue slots (as in Figure 2.8.a) which are infinite in number. Incorporating the ICC scheduling in this algorithm is straightforward, as it was done in the schedulers of Chapters 4 and 5.
Algorithm 6.2: Clustering and Scheduling for various metrics.

/* In1: METRIC_TYPE that the scheduler will optimize for.*/
/* In2: STEP: Num of instrs to schedule before switching FCONF.*/
/* In3: FCONF: Current Frequency Configuration.*/
/* Out: Scheduled Code and metric value. */
cluster_and_schedule (METRIC_TYPE, STEP, FCONF)
{
    /* Restore ready list for this frequency configuration */
    READY_LIST [] = READY_LIST_ARRAY [FCONF]
    /* Restore curr. cycle. CYCLE is scheduler’s internal cycle. */
    CYCLE = LAST_CYCLE [FCONF]
    Restore the Reservation Table state that corresponds to FCONF
    while (instructions left to schedule && STEP > 0)
        update READY_LIST [] with ready at CYCLE, include deferred
        sort READY_LIST [] based on list-scheduling priorities
        while (READY_LIST [] not empty)
            select INSN, the highest priority instr. from READY_LIST[
            create LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[] that INSN can be sched. on CYCLE
            BEST_CLUSTER=best of LIST_OF_CLUSTERS[] by comparing for
            each cluster calculate_heuristic(METRIC_TYPE,CLUSTER,
            FCONF,INSN,IPCL[[]])
            /* Try scheduling INSN on the best cluster */
            if (INSN can be scheduled on BEST_CLUSTER at CYCLE)
                schedule INSN, occupy LATENCY[FCONF][BEST_CLUSTER][INSN]
                IPCL[CLUSTER][] /*Count num. of instr. per cluster*/
                remove INSN from READY_LIST []
            /*If failed to sched INSN on best cl. defer to next cycle*/
            if (INSN unscheduled)
                remove INSN from READY_LIST[] and re-insert it at CYCLE+1
            /* No instr. left in ready list for CYCLE, then CYCLE ++ */
            CYCLE ++
            /* If we have scheduled STEP instr., finalize and exit */
            if (instr. scheduled > STEP instructions)
                Update READY_LIST_ARRAY[], LAST_CYCLE[], Reservation Table
                return metric value of current schedule
}
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\[ E = \sum_{\text{clusters}} [E_{st}(cl) + E_{dyn}(cl)] \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static ($E_{st}$)</th>
<th>Dynamic ($E_{dyn}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{st}(cl) = P_{st} \times \text{cycles}<em>{cl} \times T</em>{cl}$</td>
<td>$E_{dyn}(cl) = E_{dyn,ins}(cl) + E_{dyn,icc}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{st}(cl) = C_{st} \times V_{cl}$</td>
<td>$E_{dyn,ins}(cl) = \sum_{\text{ins}} [P_{ins}(cl) \times \text{Latency}(\text{ins}, cl)]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ins}(cl) = C_{dyn} \times f_{cl} \times V_{cl}^2$</td>
<td>$E_{dyn,icc} = P_{icc} \times \text{NumICCs}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{icc} = C_{dyn} \times f_{fastest} \times V_{fastest}^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Formulas for energy calculation.

6.3.2.3 The metrics

The combined clustering and scheduling algorithm used in UCIFF is a modular one. It can optimize the code not only for cycle count, but also for several other metrics that are useful in the context of a heterogeneous clustered VLIW. It supports energy-related metrics (Energy, EDP, ED2) and also execution Delay (Algorithm 6.3). The metric type controls the clustering heuristic which decides on the BEST\_CLUSTER in Algorithm 6.2 line 18.

The energy-related metrics require that the scheduler have an energy model of the resources. The energy model is a small module in the scheduling algorithm and it is largely decoupled from the structure of the algorithm (function energy in line 12 of Algorithm 6.3). The exact formulas for the energy calculations are in Table 6.1. The energy ($E$) is calculated as the sum ($\sum_{\text{clusters}}$) of the static ($E_{st}(cl)$) and dynamic energy ($E_{dyn}(cl)$) consumed by the clusters and the inter-cluster communication network. Static energy consumption is relative to the static power ($P_{st}$) and the time period that the system is “on” ($\text{cycles}_{cl} \times T_{cl}$). The total dynamic energy ($E_{dyn}(cl)$) is the sum of the dynamic energy consumed in the original instructions ($E_{dyn,ins}(cl)$) and the inter-cluster communication ($E_{dyn,icc}$). Each instruction that executes on a cluster consumes dynamic energy ($E_{dyn,ins}(cl)$) relative to its dynamic power ($P_{ins}(cl)$) and its latency ($\text{Latency}(\text{ins}, cl)$). The dynamic power of an instruction is proportional to the operating frequency ($f_{cl}$) and the square of the operating voltage ($V_{cl}^2$). $C_{dyn}$ is a constant representing the circuit capacitance. Each inter-cluster communication ($E_{dyn,icc}$) is set to consume the same dynamic energy as an instruction of the fastest cluster ($f_{fastest}$).
Algorithm 6.3: Heuristic calculation.

```c
/* In1: METRIC_TYPE that the scheduler will optimize for.
   In2: CLUSTER that INSN will be tested on.
   In3: FCONF: The current frequency configuration.
   In4: INSN: The instruction currently under consideration.
   In5: IPCL: The Instr. count Per CLuster (for dyn. energy).
   Out: metric value of METRIC_TYPE if INSN scheduled on CLUSTER under FCONF*/

calculate_heuristic (METRIC_TYPE, CLUSTER, FCONF, INSN, IPCL[])
{
    /* This start_cycle() uses LATENCY[CONF][PRED.cluster][PRED] instead of PRED.latency. */
    UCIFF_SC = start_cycle (INSN, CLUSTER)
    switch (METRIC_TYPE)
    case ENERGY: return energy (CLUSTER, FCONF, UCIFF_SC, IPCL[])
    case EDP: return edp (CLUSTER, FCONF, UCIFF_SC, IPCL[])
    case ED2: return ed2 (CLUSTER, FCONF, UCIFF_SC, IPCL[])
    case DELAY: return UCIFF_SC
}

6.3.3 DVFS region

UCIFF determines the best frequency configuration at a per-scheduling-region basis. This is the natural granularity for a scheduling algorithm. This however is not the right granularity for Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), which usually takes longer time. The transitions of off-chip voltage regulators usually take a few microseconds and even on-chip regulators take about 50 nanoseconds [45], both of which are larger than the duration of a single scheduling region. An average sized region usually takes less than 50 cycles to complete, therefore on a 2GHz processor it is less than 25 nanoseconds. Therefore UCIFF’s decisions on the frequency and voltage levels occur more frequently than what a real DVFS system could follow. As a result, UCIFF’s per-region decisions have to be coarsened by some mapping from multiple UCIFF decisions to a single DVFS decision.

There are both hardware and software solutions to this. A possible micro-architectural solution involves pushing UCIFF’s decision into a FIFO queue. Once the queue is full, a DVFS decision is made based on the average of the items in the queue, and the queue gets flushed.
A software solution is to perform sampling on the UCIFF configurations at a rate at most as high as the one supported by the system. Another way is to come up with a single DVFS point for the whole program by calculating the weighted average of the region points generated by UCIFF. A more accurate solution could be based on the control-edge probabilities. This knowledge can be acquired by profiling and can be used to form super-regions which operate at a single DVFS point.

The mapping decision for the DVFS points is completely decoupled from the UCIFF algorithm. A thorough evaluation of the possible solutions is not in the scope of this thesis.

6.3.4 Algorithmic Complexity

In this section the algorithmic complexity of UCIFF is calculated and compared to the other approaches. We do that by examining the algorithm (Algorithms 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 2.2). Let’s consider an input DFG of $N$ nodes. The UCIFF Scheduling algorithm has four visible levels of nested loops: two loops in the driver (Algorithm 6.1 and two loops in the Scheduling Core (Algorithm 6.2). There is a fifth loop in the Start-Cycle calculation, which is called by Algorithm 6.3.

1. The outermost loop (Algorithm 6.1 lines 9 to 23) iterates as long as there are unscheduled instructions in the active set. Upon each iteration instructions get partially scheduled for all configurations in the neighboring set. The number of iterations depends only on the instruction count $N$ and the step size. Assuming an average step size $STEP_{avg}$ it is $N/STEP_{avg}$. The $STEP_{avg}$ depends on the initial value of $STEP$ and the number of instructions $N$, but we will consider it to be $STEP/2$ for simplicity, which is a good approximation for $N$ not much greater then $0.5 \times (STEP^2 + STEP)$. For very large values of $N$ the $STEP_{avg}$ becomes 1.

2. The second loop (Algorithm 6.1 lines 15 to 19) iterates over all neighbors and each time it calls the Scheduling Core to perform scheduling for $STEP$ instructions. The iterations are $FCONF$ for the first time and $NBR$ (a fixed small integer constant set at design time) for the rest of the execution. $FCONF$ is the total number of possible frequency configurations and is calculated as $FPC^C$, where $FPC$ is the number of possible frequencies per cluster and $C$ is the number of clusters in the architecture. Therefore the loop iterates $FPC^C$ times for the first and $NBR$ times for the rest.
3. The outer loop of the Scheduling Core (Algorithm 6.2 lines 12 to 32) iterates until all instructions up to the end of the current STEP are scheduled. In each iteration a single cycle gets scheduled. If on average $S$ (with $S \leq \text{issuewidth}$) instructions get scheduled (as the partial schedule continues from the most recent step) then this loop iterates for $\text{stepinstructions} / S$. The number of step instructions depends on i) how successful the hill-climbing is ($L$) and ii) on the average size of the step ($\text{STEP}_{\text{avg}}$). Therefore this loop iterates $L \times \text{STEP}_{\text{avg}} / S$ times. If hill-climbing proves good then $L$ has a small value close to 1. This is the usual case. In the worst case the partial schedules are not recent, leading to iterations close to $N / S$. On each iteration of this loop, the ready list is sorted using quick-sort. Given an average ready list size of $R$, this usually costs $R \times \log R$ and $R^2$ in the worst case.

4. The inner loop of the Scheduling Core (Algorithm 6.2 lines 15 to 27) iterates until all instructions in the ready list are examined for scheduling. Therefore it iterates $R$ times. The best cluster is found by $\text{get\_best\_cluster()}$. This iterates once over all clusters and sets the Start-Cycles. The Start-Cycle heuristic iterates over all data-flow immediate predecessors of the instruction to be scheduled and gets calculated once for each cluster. If $P$ is the number of data-flow immediate predecessors and $C$ is the number of clusters, then this costs $RCP$.

The complexity of UCIFF Scheduling is computed as:

- $(((2N/\text{STEP} - 1) \times \text{NBR}) + \text{FPC}^C) \times L \times \text{STEP} / 2S \times R \times (\log R + \text{CP})$ in the usual case
- $(((2N/\text{STEP} - 1) \times \text{NBR}) + \text{FPC}^C) \times N / S \times R \times (R + \text{CP})$ in the worst case

In all practical cases all STEP, FPC, NBR, L, S, R, P, C are constants with typical values: $\text{STEP} = 8$, $\text{FPC} = 5$, $\text{NBR} = 8$, $L = 2$, $S = 2$, $R \leq 10$, $P \leq 10$ and $C = 4$. The constant with the largest impact is $\text{FPC}^C$, which could have a large value in some extreme cases (many clusters and many frequencies per cluster). In the common case, this is an $O(N)$ complexity. The worst-case scenario involves $S = 1$ and $R = N$, $P = N$ which leads to a worst-case complexity of $O(N^3)$.

In the Oracle case, the driver only calls the Scheduling Core once which schedules the code for 1 configuration only. This is a complexity $N / S \times R \times (\log R + \text{CP})$ (still $O(N)$) in the usual case and $N / S \times R \times (R + \text{CP})$ ($O(N^3)$) in the worst case.
The Full-Search solution schedules all frequency configurations to completion. This is a complexity \( FPC^C \times N/S \times R \times (\log R + CP) \) in the usual case and \( FPC^C \times N/S \times R \times (R + CP) \) in the worst case. Since \(((2N/STEP - 1) \times NBR) + FPC^C\) \( \times L \times STEP/2S \leq FPC^C\), UCIFF is usually faster than the Full-Search.

### 6.4 Experimental Setup

The target architecture is an IA64 (Itanium) [87] based statically scheduled clustered VLIW architecture. The architecture has 4 clusters and an issue width of 4 in total (that is 1 per cluster), similar to [6]. Each cluster's cycle time is 4, 5, 6 or 7 times a reference base cycle. Therefore the ratio of the fastest frequency to the slowest one is 7:4.

We have implemented UCIFF in the scheduling pass (haifa-sched) of GCC-4.5.0 [1] (Figure 6.6) cross compiler for IA64.

Our experimental setup has some of its aspects deliberately idealized so that the generated code quality is isolated from external noise.

- Each cluster has all possible types of resource units available for all its issue slots. This alleviates any instruction bundling issues (which exist in the IA64 instruction set).

- No noise from register allocation / register spills. Although the scheduler runs twice (before and after register allocation) our measurements are taken before register allocation. At this stage the compiler still considers an infinite register file. This is not far from reality though, as clustered machines have abundant register resources (each cluster has a whole register file for its own use).

- No noise from the memory hierarchy. All memory accesses have a constant latency, that of a cache hit.
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We evaluated UCIFF on 6 of Mediabench II video [34] benchmarks. All benchmarks were compiled with optimizations enabled (-O flag). The results are based on the scheduler’s output.

We evaluate UCIFF by comparing it against the Decoupled, the Oracle and the Full-Search algorithms. As already explained, the Oracle is a non-implementable algorithm that could guess the best configuration right from the start, whereas the Full-Search schedules all configurations to completion.

The Decoupled scheduler is the state-of-the-art acyclic scheduler for heterogeneous clustered VLIW processors (based on the loop (cyclic) scheduler of [6]). It decouples frequency selection from instruction scheduling. The frequency selection step is done via a simple estimation of the energy consumption and the execution (schedule) time. The estimation was done as in [6]:

The schedule time is equal to the cycle count of a profiled homogeneous architecture \((\text{cycles}_{\text{hom}})\) multiplied by the arithmetic mean of the clock periods of the heterogeneous clusters: \(\text{Time} = \text{cycles}_{\text{hom}} \times (\sum_{cl} T_{cl})/\text{NumOfClusters}\). The cycle count of each cluster is easily calculated as: \(\text{cycles}_{cl} = \text{Time}/T_{cl}\).

The energy calculation is similar to that of UCIFF (Table 6.1) with two main differences:

1. The dynamic energy of a cluster is equal to a fraction of that of a homogeneous cluster, proportional to the ratio of \(f_{cl}\) to the average frequency:
   \[ E_{\text{dyn,ins}}(cl) = E_{\text{dyn,ins,hom}}(cl) \times f_{cl}/(\sum_{cl}(f_{cl})/\text{NumOfClusters}) \]

2. The energy of the interconnect is equal to that of the homogeneous:
   \[ E_{\text{dyn,icc}} = P_{icc} \times \text{NumICCs}_{\text{homogeneous}} \]

The Oracle scheduler is a decoupled scheduler with a perfect frequency selection phase. The frequency configuration selected will always produce the best schedule with 100% accuracy. This scheduler is the upper bound (optimal) in code quality (Figure 6.8) and the lowest bound (optimal) in the scheduler run-time (Figure 6.9). It is non-implementable as it requires future knowledge.
A **Full-Search** UCIFF-based scheduler does not perform any kind of pruning on the frequency space. It is structured as UCIFF, but instead of a hill climbing search, it does a full search over the frequency configurations. This makes it the slowest (Figure 6.9), but in the meantime it always achieves the optimal code quality, same as that of the Oracle (Figure 6.8).

Although in the vanilla Decoupled [6] clustering and scheduling are in separate steps, in all implementations of the above algorithms, scheduling includes both cluster assignment and instruction scheduling in a unified pass as discussed in Section 6.3.2.2 and Algorithm 6.2. This lets us focus only on the phase ordering problem we are interested in: the one between frequency selection and scheduling.

The high-level features of these algorithms are summarized in Table 6.2.

Since UCIFF unifies two otherwise distinct phases (frequency selection and scheduling), we show some results (Section 6.5.1) that quantify the first phase separately. This provides vital insights as to why the unified solution performs better.

### 6.5.1 Accuracy of Frequency Selection

The outcome of the Decoupled algorithm relies heavily on the accuracy of the frequency selection phase. The stand-alone frequency selection step makes its decision based on estimations of the energy consumption and the scheduled code’s schedule length as in [6]. The estimations are based on the energy and cycle numbers of a homogeneous architecture and on the ratio of the clock cycle of each cluster of the heterogeneous against that of the homogeneous.

On the other hand UCIFF is not based on estimation, but rather on real partial scheduling results. Its frequency decision is therefore much more informed.

UCIFF’s frequency selection superiority over the Decoupled algorithm is shown
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Figure 6.7: The Accuracy of the Frequency Selection (Y axis) within the range from the Oracle (X axis) for Decoupled (Left) and UCIFF (Right). UCIFF is executed with STEP=8, STEPVAR=2 and NBR=4

in Figure 6.7. The horizontal axis shows the error margins in the scheduling outcome when compared to that of the Oracle. For example, a 5% error margin includes the frequency selections that generate results at most 5% worse than that of the Oracle. The vertical axis shows the percentage of frequency selections that have the error margin shown in the horizontal axis. The Decoupled accuracy fluctuates significantly for various metrics; In ED2 it is about 5 times less accurate than in EDP. UCIFF, on the other hand, is constantly very accurate with the fluctuations being less than 10% over all error margins.

6.5.2 UCIFF code quality

The quality of the code generated by each scheduling algorithm when optimizing for various metrics (Energy, EDP, ED2 and Delay) is shown in Figure 6.8.

UCIFF generates high quality code, very close to that of the Oracle and superior to that of the Decoupled scheme. In metrics that are heavily biased towards certain frequencies (e.g., the delay being biased towards the maximum frequencies or the energy being biased towards the lowest possible frequencies) the Decoupled scheme is too
Figure 6.8: Code quality (Energy, EDP, ED2, Delay) for Decoupled, UCIFF and Oracle/Full-Search (FS), over the Mediabench II benchmarks\(^1\) normalized to Oracle/Full-search. UCIFF is executed with STEP=8, STEPVAR=2 and NBR=4.
Figure 6.9: The scheduler's Run-Time in terms of scheduling actions for Energy, EDP, ED2 and Delay, over the Mediabench II benchmarks\(^1\) normalized to Oracle/Decoupled. UCIFF is tuned with \(\text{STEP}=8\), \(\text{STEPVAR}=2\) and \(\text{NBR}=4\) very close to the Oracle. This is further backed up by the frequency selection accuracy results of Figure 6.7.

The hardest metric for both UCIFF and the Decoupled is ED2. The prediction accuracy (Figure 6.7) is significantly lower for it and the code-quality results of Figure 6.8 show similar behavior. In this metric the estimation of the Decoupled algorithm proves not accurate enough, being \(2.15 \times\) worse than the Oracle in the worst case. UCIFF, on the other hand, is constantly more accurate than the Decoupled and very close to the Oracle.

### 6.5.3 UCIFF runtime

We provide an estimate of the average case time complexity of each algorithm by estimating of the execution time of each algorithm using “scheduling actions” as a

---

\(^1\)h263dec energy results are missing due to failure in compilation
time unit. A “scheduling action” is the action of scheduling an instruction. This is a fairly accurate estimate of the time complexity since all algorithms share the same scheduling core. The results are shown in Figure 6.9.

UCIFF achieves a code quality close to that of the Oracle and the Full-Search, but with a much lower run-time than the Full-Search (Figure 6.9). This is because UCIFF, powered by hill-climbing, performs a smart pruning of the frequency configuration space.

UCIFF can be tuned to operate at various points in the trade-off space of code quality versus scheduling time complexity. It can get closer or even match Oracle’s performance by searching more frequency configurations. There are three knobs that we can configure. In decreasing order of importance they are: NBR, STEP and STEPVAR (see Algorithm 6.1). The NBR variable controls the number of neighboring configurations in the neighboring set. A NBR value of 4 means that at most 4 neighbors per cluster are in the neighboring set (that is equivalent to $N_{Distance} = 2$ of Section 6.3.2.1). The higher its value, the more accurate the result but the longer it takes for the scheduler to run. The STEP controls the cycle distance before evaluating and re-selecting the neighbors. For very small regions STEP should be as high as the size of the region, to allow for a full-search over it. A high value of STEP however makes the algorithm less adaptive to changes. This is the job of STEPVAR. It decreases STEP by STEPVAR until STEP reaches 1. The results shown were taken with NBR=4, STEP=8, STEPVAR=2. A full investigation of optimally selecting these variables is beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.6 Conclusion

This Chapter presented UCIFF, a novel instruction scheduler for heterogeneous clustered VLIW architectures. Such architectures are capable of adjusting the operating Voltage and Frequency points of each cluster individually, thus saving energy. UCIFF is the first scheduler that performs cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and per-cluster fast frequency selection in a unified manner. Our evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm produces code of superior quality than the existing state-of-the-art and reaches the quality of a scheduler with an oracle frequency selector. This is achieved with a modest increase in algorithmic complexity.
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Related Work

7.1 Instruction Scheduling for VLIW processors

Acyclic instruction scheduling for VLIWs was pioneered by [29] with the Trace-scheduling algorithm. This algorithm expands the scheduling region beyond basic blocks to larger profiling-guided regions called traces. These large regions provide enough instructions for the scheduler to re-order effectively. A less complicated but highly effective alternative to traces are the superblocks [39]. These regions simplify the scheduler’s work by only allowing for outgoing control edges from within a region. VLIW architectures with support for predicated execution can benefit from hyperblock scheduling [61].

Several instruction schedulers form regions not based on profiling information. This is useful in two cases: i. when applications have unpredictable control flow and ii. when profiling is impractical. Extended Basic Blocks (EBB) [66] form tree-like regions which are then scheduled by a normal list scheduler. Treeregions [35] are also tree-shaped, and are similar to EBBs. They are shown to outperform superblock scheduling. Aligned Scheduling (Chapter 3), LUCAS (Chapter 4), CAeSaR (Chapter 5) and UCIFF (Chapter 6) are all implemented on top of GCC’s [1] Haifa Scheduler which operates on EBBs. Percolation scheduling [70] and other techniques (e.g., [64, 65]) perform global code hoisting across multiple control paths concurrently and perform scheduling on the resulting code blocks.

Cyclic (loop) scheduling algorithms for VLIW architectures perform pipelining on the instructions of loops. There are two important techniques: i) Modulo Scheduling [21, 50, 55, 78] which works best on scientific code with no or few control paths. Modulo Scheduling along with its interactions with the other code-generation phases
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(e.g., [38, 55, 79, 80, 77, 93]) and the architecture (e.g., [22]) have been studied in detail. Its has been implemented in several popular compilers, including GCC. ii) Software Pipelining which is an instruction pipelining technique that supports even non-numerical codes. This scheduling algorithm supports control flow inside the loop and it supports a variable initiation interval [25, 65]. A variant of this scheduler is implemented in the GCC compiler ([10]). The optimized techniques presented in this thesis could potentially be extended to work for cyclic scheduling techniques. This however is out of the scope of this thesis.

7.2 Clustered Architectures

The clustering scheme has been applied to both statically (e.g., [28, 84, 90]) and dynamically (e.g., [44, 74]) scheduled processors.

Clustered super-scalars have been proposed in [74] and have been implemented in successful commercial products, such as the Alpha 21264 [44]. Clustering is done in hardware and therefore has to be fast and efficient. The clustering algorithms used in hardware are simpler than the ones used in the compiler. A review of the state-of-the-art heuristics are presented in [14]. Such heuristics make use of the register dependence graph and steer instructions based on the cluster where their operands where steered to. Being dynamic approaches, they also try to balance the run-time load of the clusters.

Clustered VLIW processors have also been implemented in commercial products, such as the Multiflow TRACE 28/300 machines [57], Analog’s TigerSHARC [33] and the TI C64xx series. They have been widely studied in projects like the HP/ST Lx VLIW [28] and BOPS’ ManArray [75]. A comprehensive taxonomy of inter-cluster communication implementations on VLIW architectures is presented in [92]. The design features (such as operating frequency, performance, energy consumption, etc.) of each implementation are quantified and discussed.

The RAW processor [90] is another example of a software-exposed clustered architecture. Its design and its scheduling techniques resemble those of clustered VLIW processors. The RAW is a 2-D array of identical tiles, each of which carries communication routers (one static and one dynamic which together form the operand network [91]), a MIPS-style processor, a pipelined floating-point unit, instruction and data caches. Each cluster communicates data across with send/receive instructions. It is a more latency tolerant architecture compared to clustered VLIWs since, contrary to the former, operations on each core are not executed in lockstep. Therefore, each core is
free to execute regardless of whether the other cores are stalled or not. The scheduler however does not explicitly try to exploit this feature.

The **EDGE architecture** [13] (an instantiation of which is TRIPS [84]) is a partly dynamically-scheduled architecture. Each processor of the TRIPS 4-core system consists of a 16-wide-issue grid array of processing elements which (in ILP mode) work together as a wide-issue ILP processor. They execute blocks of code (Trips-Blocks [88]) in a data-flow manner. A value produced by one element (producer) is directly communicated to the element which executes a flow dependent instruction on that value (consumer). The value is transferred via the interconnect, bypassing the register file. This is facilitated by the EDGE ISA which explicitly encodes instruction dependencies thus doing in software what the front-end of an out-of-order superscalar architecture does in hardware [18]. This suggests that each operation carries pointers that point to the target operations which take as an input the output of that particular operation. Therefore, each one of an operation’s results is routed through the 4x4 operand network (taking some latency proportional to the distance) and is then placed at the input slot of the operation waiting at the instruction buffer (reservation table) of that execution element.

**Data-flow execution** is not new to the micro-architecture world. Apart from its obvious use in old data-flow machines, most dynamically scheduled processors use Reservation Stations [36] in a similar fashion. The difference, however, is that the EDGE architecture can scale much more than the standard dynamic-scheduling hardware since EDGE is not fully dynamic. The instructions are statically assigned to the Reservation Tables (RTs) but within each RT they are issued dynamically. As such the EDGE architecture (Static Placing Dynamic Issue) [18] stands in between the fully statically scheduled VLIW architecture [31] (Static Placing Static Issue) and the fully dynamically scheduled architectures (Dynamic Placing Dynamic Issue).

### 7.3 Scheduling for clusters

Pioneering work on code generation for clustered architectures was introduced in [26, 27], with the Bottom-Up-Greedy (BUG) cluster-assignment algorithm. The order that the instructions are considered for clustering is a critical-path based ordering, whereas in later schemes (where clustering is unified within the scheduler) the instructions are visited in a ready list priority ordering. The clustering heuristic in BUG is the Completion-Cycle, which will select a distant cluster only if the instruction’s con-
sumers can get their input data in time.

Significant work on clustered machines has been done in the context of the Multiflow compiler [57]. It reused to a large extent Ellis’ work on clustering ([27]). The various design points (heuristic tuning, order of visiting the instructions, etc.) of instruction scheduling, including the cluster assignment, are discussed in detail in this work.

[15] partitions the register file so as to have more register files with fewer ports each. Cluster assignment and ICC insertion takes place after scheduling the code since the input of this code generator is the output of a compiler that targets an ideal VLIW core. This, however, is sub-optimal since the inter-cluster latencies cannot be hidden effectively. The clustering heuristic aims at minimizing the inter-cluster communication. This, however, is a poor clustering heuristic as it is not guided by the goal of minimizing the schedule length. This work is the first to mention minimizing the ICCs by reusing the copied data; however, no further details are given.

[23] is one of the first iterative solutions to clustering. Each iteration of the algorithm measures the schedule length by performing instruction scheduling and doing a fast register pressure and ICC count estimation. This being an iterative algorithm, it has a long run-time and its use is not practical in compilers.

**Scheduling for RAW** requires too that the code be partitioned into clusters. There are two approaches followed; the first one [52] uses the DSC heuristic algorithm [94]. The RAW architecture communicates data across clusters with send/receive instructions which are similar to ICCs. The scheduler visits instructions in a topological order and uses a completion time heuristic to guide the process. The other one [53] uses an iterative unified assignment and instruction scheduling approach. Their approaches however are limited to scheduling within basic blocks (whereas the Bulldog [27] approach is not). The authors, without identifying the challenges associated with ICCs, do mention that a multi-cast inter-cluster communication operation could be used as an optimization, without providing any further details. This, however, is a hardware-based approach, specific to the RAW architecture. CAeSaR (Chapter 5) provides a generic solution that works on standard clustered architectures.

**Scheduling for EDGE** architectures is discussed in [18, 60, 69, 88]. There are several issues which are tightly coupled to the implementation details. These are: i) the placement of the Register Files and Memory Banks closer to a certain side of the chip, ii) the small fan-out of each execution element, iii) the maximum block size that can be mapped on the element, iv) the fact that, regardless of the control path taken, the
same number of Register/Memory outputs must occur. These EDGE-specific problems require specialized solutions. Other than that, the approach followed is quite similar to the one followed on clustered VLIW processors. It is basically a list scheduling algorithm which operates on Trips-Blocks [60, 88] (which are regions similar to hyperblocks [61]) which uses specific heuristics that take into account along with the temporal features of the code, also the spatial characteristics of the TRIPS chip[18, 69].

7.4 Combined Cluster Assignment & Instruction Scheduling

The first work that proposes a combined instruction scheduling and clustering pass is Unified Assignment and Scheduling (UAS) [72]. The scheduling algorithm is a modified list scheduler. The inter-cluster bandwidth is considered as a scheduling resource, but the Inter-Cluster Copies (ICCs), unlike CAeSaR (Chapter 5) are not optimized away. The cluster assignment of UAS is aggressive in two ways:

1. It uses the aggressive Completion-weighted Predecessor (CWP) clustering heuristic (which is performs very similarly to the Start-Cycle (SC) [27, 41]). It shown to be the best performing heuristic over several others (None, Random, Magnitude-weighted Predecessor and Critical-Path in Single Cluster using CWP) on the architecture that was evaluated. The inter-cluster delay is fixed to 1 cycle, which explains why the CWP heuristic was found to be the best performing one among the heuristics tested. In Chapter 4 we show that the CWP heuristic causes an unbounded performance degradation as the inter-cluster latency is increased.

2. The scheduling algorithm is structured in a way that will try to schedule an instruction on any cluster, even if it is not the first choice of the clustering heuristic. This is shown in Figure 4.5.b. The decision of the clustering heuristic is not always respected by the scheduler: If the heuristic decides at cycle \( c \) to place instruction \( i \) on cluster \( cl \), but due to some constraints this is not possible, then the scheduler will place \( i \) on some other cluster other than \( cl \).

Recently, a new clustering heuristic was introduced by [96]. This differs from the previously mentioned ones in that, under certain conditions, the clustering decision is based on earliest schedule cycle of the most critical immediate successor of the current instruction. In our evaluation we name this heuristic as Critical-Successor (CS) for
brevity. Similarly to the existing clustering heuristics, it is not meant to operate across a wide range of inter-cluster delays. As shown in Chapter 4, the CS heuristic quite often defaults to the Start-Cycle, which is why its performance is also linearly proportional to the inter-cluster delay.

CARS [40, 41] is a combined scheduling, clustering, and register allocation code generation framework based on list-scheduling. The Start-Cycle heuristic (as it was introduced in [27]) steers the clustering decisions.

Finally there are several combined loop-scheduling and clustering algorithms [7, 16, 95]. These are based on the software-pipeline scheduling technique of modulo-scheduling. These techniques are only applicable on innermost loops under very specific and strict conditions.

Compared to UAS, the LUCAS scheduling algorithm (Chapter 4) will always obey the decision of the clustering heuristic. In LUCAS (Chapter 4), the heuristic is a hybrid one that switches between the aggressive Start-Cycle and the more conservative Completion-Cycle (CC), leading to best performance across a wide range of inter-cluster delays. CAeSaR (Chapter 5) is tested on a system with a 1-cycle inter-cluster latency and therefore it was structured similarly to UAS, therefore it does not always obey the decision of the heuristic. CAeSaR is powered by the aggressive Start-Cycle heuristic. Finally UCIFF (Chapter 6) will obey the heuristic and the heuristic used is the Start-Cycle.

The CAeSaR scheduler (Chapter 5) reuses the data communicated across clusters, by caching the data in the local register files. This is a novel feature, missing from existing schedulers for clustered architectures. It proves to be particularly important for architectures with limited inter-cluster communication bandwidth or with limited available ICC slots.

The main clustering and scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature are summarized and compared to CAeSaR and LUCAS in Table 7.1.

### 7.5 Heterogeneous Clustered VLIW

A dynamically-scheduled heterogeneous clustered processor was proposed in [9]. The dual-cluster design has one high-performance and one low-performance cluster. It does not support DVFS. A DVFS-capable heterogeneous clustered processor was introduced by [68]. The proposed design is a dynamically scheduled one, and as such no contributions are made on the compiler side.
Table 7.1: Summarized features of LUCAS, CAeSaR, UCIFF and other clustering schedulers in the literature.

The most closely related work to UCIFF is [6]. It proposes code generation techniques for a heterogeneous clustered VLIW processor, very similar to ours. It proposes a loop scheduling algorithm based on modulo scheduling. This approach however, as we have discussed extensively in Section 6.2.2, suffers from the phase ordering issue of frequency selection and scheduling which are completely decoupled from one another. The frequency selection is done by estimating the energy and the execution time of each frequency configuration based on profiling data from a homogeneous run.

### 7.6 Scheduling for Caches

Non-blocking (also known as lockup-free) caches were introduced in [49] and have been studied in detail since (e.g. [85, 89]). Non-blocking caches are a cost-effective optimization and are common in all processors, including VLIW ones. Aligned Scheduling (Chapter 3) exploits the non-blocking feature to improve performance on VLIW processors.

Instruction scheduling optimized for cache memories has been studied in the past. The majority of the work [24, 43, 54, 56] focuses on improving instruction scheduling for processors with non-blocking caches and stall-on-use execution semantics. Balanced Scheduling [43] proposes a scheduling algorithm for pipelined architectures that makes sure that the processors stall less upon a cache-miss. The main goal of the in-
struction scheduler is to schedule the right number of instructions after a Load, such that, in case of a miss, there are enough independent instructions to execute until the loaded value (that missed) is used by an instruction. [56] improves Balanced Scheduling by applying ILP enhancing optimizations. An extension to Balanced Scheduling is introduced in [54], which proposes using profiling information to drive instruction scheduling so that it makes more informed decisions. [24] proposes a static cache-reuse model that helps the instruction scheduler make informed decisions on the latency of a memory instruction. The paper shows that this produces better schedules than considering all memory instructions as either all-hits or all-misses. These approaches are summarized in Table.7.2. Aligned Scheduling is very different from these approaches. It mainly targets VLIW processors that have Stall-On-Miss execution semantics, enabling them to improve their performance close to that of Stall-On-Use. Therefore the optimization that Aligned Scheduling introduces exploits a completely different architectural feature. There is no indication that any of the schemes that target stall-on-use semantics will consistently outperform our baseline on a stall-on-miss VLIW target, which is why we do not compare against them.

The only work we are aware of that focuses on VLIW processors is Cache Sensitive Modulo Scheduling [83]. It proposes a software-pipeline cyclic scheduling algorithm that improves performance in one of two ways: it either schedules memory instructions early or issues pre-fetch instructions. Both ways lead to fewer cache-misses, with the former one proving to be the most effective one. This work is orthogonal to Aligned Scheduling as it focuses on the pre-fetching problem rather than on grouping Loads together.

All of the instruction scheduling techniques proposed in the literature (summarized in Table.7.2) are significantly different from Aligned Scheduling (Chapter 3). All except one are for pipelined processors with delay slots and stall-on-use execution semantics. Such processors, unlike the VLIW ones, do not stall upon a cache-miss, unless absolutely necessary (a use of the missing value). Aligned Scheduling exploits the non-blocking caches along with the capability of the VLIW to issue several instructions in parallel and the statically available MLP to hide cache latencies.

Code optimizations that exploit the non-blocking caches have also been proposed in the past. [73] proposes an analysis and transformation framework for optimizations that cluster misses together. They show that significant performance improvements can be achieved by doing that. These schemes involve high-level transformations, usually at loop level. Aligned Scheduling on the other hand, is a scheduling algorithm,
### Table 7.2: Summarized comparison of memory-aware instruction schedulers for VLIW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Scheduler</th>
<th>Acyclic/Cyclic</th>
<th>Stall-on-Use</th>
<th>Stall-on-Miss</th>
<th>Non-Blocking Caches</th>
<th>Cache-Misses</th>
<th>Miss-Overlapping</th>
<th>VLIW</th>
<th>Cache Profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline list Scheduler [1]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced Scheduling [43]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Sched with profile information [54]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Sensitive Modulo Scheduling [83]</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligned Scheduling (Chapter 3)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performing fine-grain optimization in the compiler back-end.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Summary of Contributions

Energy has become a major processor design constraint, particularly for mobile embedded systems. In such systems it is often profitable in terms of area and energy to offload several micro-architectural tasks to the compiler. The VLIW design philosophy follows this trend of using fewer and less complex hardware running code generated by smarter compilers. Compiler solutions, however, often lead to lower performance than their hardware solutions. In this thesis we propose new or improve existing instruction scheduling optimizations for energy efficient VLIW processors. Next we summarize the contributions of the four novel scheduling schemes we proposed.

- Firstly, we presented Aligned Scheduling (Chapter 3), an instruction scheduler for VLIW processors with Stall-On-Miss semantics and non-blocking caches. Aligned Scheduling was shown to be effective at hiding cache miss latencies using a software-only solution. In fact it significantly bridges the gap between the Stall-On-Miss and Stall-On-Use architectures, the latter being supported by hardware.

- Secondly, in Chapter 4 we presented LUCAS, a scheduler for clustered VLIW processors, powered by a novel clustering heuristic. Compared to the prior-art, LUCAS produces fast code no matter the inter-cluster communication latency. Its adaptation to the latency is based on fast switching between two clustering heuristics, one aggressive and one conservative, at an instruction-level granularity. The performance results show that this fine-grain switching between the
heuristics, when controlled by an effective mechanism, it produces results superior to the individual heuristics, across a wide range of inter-cluster latencies.

- Thirdly, in Chapter 5 we presented CAeSaR, a novel scheduling algorithm for clustered VLIW processors with limited ICC resources. CAeSaR is the first scheduler to incorporate ICC communication reuse at its core. Moreover the ICC-reuse is unified in the algorithm so that no phase-ordering issues occur between ICC-reuse and scheduling. Compared to the existing state-of-the-art, CAeSaR produces faster code, with fewer ICC communication instructions.

- Finally, in Chapter 6 we presented UCIFF, a novel scheduler for heterogeneous clustered VLIW processors. These architectures allow each cluster to operate at a separate Voltage and Frequency point. Compared to prior-art, UCIFF solves the phase-ordering issue between frequency selection and instruction scheduling, by solving both problems in a unified algorithm. UCIFF solves performs cluster assignment, instruction scheduling and frequency selection in a unified way. The code generated by UCIFF is consistently better than the prior-art for various metrics (Energy, Delay, ED, ED2) and very close to the theoretical oracle.

The proposed compiler mechanisms enable simple VLIW architectures to be more competitive against more complex designs.

8.2 Future Work

The work of this thesis can be extended in several ways. Firstly, the proposed algorithms can be unified with register allocation to improve code quality when register pressure becomes significant. Secondly, the algorithms can be extended to operate on larger regions and on loops. Finally, the techniques could be adapted to perform clustering/scheduling at run-time for a reconfigurable architecture.

8.2.1 Unifying Register Allocation

It is a well known fact that there is a phase-ordering problem between scheduling and register allocation. The reason is that instruction scheduling changes the order of the instructions, which causes a change in the overlapping live ranges of the registers, which changes the problem that the register allocator solves. The register allocator has
two side-effects: i. it adds non-true dependencies to the code (due to register re-use) and ii. it emits spill instructions (if required) which are unscheduled.

In most practical cases this problem does not have severe implications. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, architectures are usually designed such that most applications do not cause register spills. Therefore the register file is usually not full even after the scheduler has parallelized the code. Secondly, since ILP is a scarce resource, the scheduler is unable to modify the code to such extent that the registers spill. For these reasons it is common practice in commercial compilers to solve this problem by running the instruction scheduler twice. Once before register allocation and once after. This is the approach followed by GCC [1].

None of the algorithms presented in this thesis take into account the register allocation trade-offs. Instead they follow the 2-step approach of GCC (scheduling - reg. allocation - scheduling). A complete solution of the problem, however, should include register allocation. A unified version of the algorithms presented in this thesis with register allocation built-in will provide a more complete solution.

### 8.2.2 Bigger Regions and Loop Scheduling

The proposed techniques are implemented as extensions of the GCC haifa-scheduler and are therefore limited to the EBB region. A natural extension of the proposed schemes is to embed them into a more aggressive scheduler that operates on larger regions (see Section 2.5), like Selective Scheduling [62, 65].

The main challenge is that usually such global schedulers do not operate on a global DFG. Instead they perform a series of code motion techniques that make use of other representations (e.g., instruction availability sets). Porting the proposed schemes into these global schedulers requires extensions on the data structures of these schedulers to accommodate the data required and also modifications on the proposed schemes to be able to operate under this new environment.

Applying the proposed schemes to loops is yet another natural extension of this work. Global schedulers (like [62, 65]) perform software pipelining on loops. Therefore porting our scheme to a global scheduler will naturally apply our techniques on loops too. Modulo scheduling techniques, on the other hand, use a different code base and therefore require further modifications.
8.2.3 Hardware Reconfiguration and Scheduling at Run-Time

Run-time reconfiguration of hardware is a means of improving efficiency. In the context of Clustered VLIWs, a reconfigurable processor could exploit the TLP-ILP trade-off by allowing the flexibility of either running one thread per cluster or joining clusters together to allow for better ILP performance. This dynamic architectural environment requires that the programs adapt to it at run-time or at load-time. Therefore the code has to be re-generated, targeting the newly configured environment.

The code generation techniques proposed in this thesis are all designed to operate inside a full-blown compiler, at design time. In a reconfigurable environment, however, some code generation optimizations have to be executed at run-time or at load-time where the available analysis data is limited and the execution time of the algorithms is restricted. There are several things that need redesigning: i) Given the limited environment that these algorithms have to operate in, there are interesting trade-offs regarding what kind of data should be packed along with the binary carrying compile-time analysis information not to be recomputed from scratch. ii) The scheduling algorithms themselves need redesigning. Both the tasks of the design-time and run-time schedulers have to be redefined and tuned. The design-time scheduler will probably have to schedule for a generic target that is the average of all the possible targets. The runtime scheduler operates on already scheduled code, therefore it could be optimized to operate on a limited scope that could have the same impact as operating on the whole code.
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